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Transferred to the Technical, Office, and Professional Department of the 
UAW, 1955-58. 

Organizing coordinator in the National Organizing Department for the 
UAW on the West Coast, 1958-67. 
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TAPE NUMBER: I, SIDE ONE 

MARCH 18, 1986 

FURMANOVSKY: Why don't you tell us a little bit about your background, 

when and where you were born. 

ALLARD: I was born in Soldier, Kansas, in the northeastern part of the state of 

Kansas, in a farm home in 1913. 

FURMANOVSKY: What kind of background did your parents come from? 

Were they European immigrants? 

ALLARD: My grandparents on both sides of the family came into Kansas in 

covered wagons as early immigrants into that from the East and Middle West, 

on the mother's side from Kentucky and on my father's side from Ohio and 

Illinois on to Kansas, and they were farmers. My dad [Chauncey "Chan" Allard] 

was a school teacher for about eighteen years. My mother [Ollie Allard] started 

the school under my dad, and she also went to school under him when she was 

in high school. Then after teaching for eighteen years, he went to South Dakota 

and homesteaded a quarter section of land and drove a freight wagon there, 

hauling freight from Fort Pierre [South Dakota] over toward the Black Hills. 

Then he came back and married my mom, who is twenty years his junior. I was 

the first product of the marriage; there were three of us boys. 

FURMANOVSKY: So you grew up in this town. How big was Soldier, 

approximately? 

ALLARD: Soldier was a very small town, probably three hundred, four hundred 

people. I was born on a farm. My parents and my grandparents on my father's 

side lived together at the time of my birth. They continued to live together 

generally until my grandparents died. I grew up then on a farm about two miles 
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out of town. I walked to school when my granddad didn't take me in a horse 

and buggy. He oftentimes took me. I graduated from high school in Soldier, 

Kansas, in 1932. I took normal training in my senior year in high school be-

cause I wanted to be a teacher. I was a pretty good basketball player in those 

days. I played three years on the high school team. 

FURMANOVSKY: Was there anything in your background, anything that you 

got from your father or mother at that time that you think is significant in terms of 

related direction? 

ALLARD: My father had a very keen mind, and he had been a teacher over 

those years, as I stated, and he spent time with us with language, including 

Latin, during my grade school and high school years. I grew up impacted by an 

admiration for him and wanting to be like him, both in being a teacher and also I 

admired the way he got on with people. He had an easiness with people, and 

yet a real stability of character. 

FURMANOVSKY: What was your economic position? I mean your farm, was it 

viable? 

ALLARD: My grandfather was thought to be a reasonably well-to-do farmer in 

that section of the country. My dad was attached to that and we were thought 

of generally in the community as pretty well fixed. Then came the Depression 

years and the years of drought in the Midwest, and suddenly my parents found 

that they were in real trouble financially. So until my mid years in high school, 

things went very smoothly with us as far as economics within the community, 

not well-to-do, but comfortably so, and then it took the turn and got progres-

sively worse from that point on. 

FURMANOVSKY: How bad did it get? 

ALLARD: It got so bad that my mother raised leghorn chickens. We had about 

a thousand leghorn hens, and we'd ship eggs to Kansas City and New York. 
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Suddenly they just didn't have any value anymore, and the same way with the 

livestock that we had around us. Ultimately, the folks lost the farm, and I found 

it finally necessary in 1936 to come to California to see whether I could find 

myself a job and to find some way of looking after them, because they went so 

broke that I would say that the Allard holdings after we paid off all our bills was 

something around $500. We were broke, as a family. 

FURMANOVSKY: Now, you graduated from high school in about 1932? 

ALLARD: Yes, I graduated from high school in 1932. I had taken the normal 

training, and so I scouted around the community there to find a job teaching 

school. I found a country school about eight or ten miles out of town that had all 

eight grades. I taught in that school the following year, which was the term of 

'32-'33. In 1933, I became the principal of a small town school in Bancroft, 

Kansas, a three-teacher school, and taught the seventh and eighth grades. I 

shock people these days [by] telling them that my first year as a principal I 

made forty dollars a month and I paid eight dollars a month at a home in 

Bancroft, where I got my board and my room and my washing for eight dollars a 

month. I had an old car in those days and really enjoyed the teaching 

experience. 

FURMANOVSKY: What was the effect of the Depression on you in terms of 

just seeing-maybe not so much you individually, but seeing what was happen 

ing to the community? 

ALLARD: It had an impact on me individually as well as on my views of the 

community. The great preponderance of farmers in that section of the country 

during those years went broke. We saw the mortgage holders picking up the 

land. My father, who was never that much of a businessman, it didn't get to him 

as bad as it did my mother. She had come from extreme poverty in her 

girlhood, and she appreciated that things had been going pretty well in the 
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earlier part of their married life. Then when it turned bad, I saw her cry day in 

and day out for weeks because she saw things get away from them and [was] 

powerless to do anything about it. They just suffered. My dad could do it with 

greater stature than my mom; she just couldn't hide it. It hurt her bad. 

FURMANOVSKY: So what was the impact on the community? Sort of falling 

apart over- Were people beginning to take action? Were people beginning to 

protest? Was there anything that happened? 

ALLARD: A remarkably small amount of reaction in any organized fashion. 

There was a togetherness of people supporting one another that was part of the 

agricultural Midwest. You have to really live there to fully understand and 

appreciate it, but it was there. So you see a great exodus of people from that 

section of the country at about that time, but surprisingly little bitterness. The 

interrelationship was generally good; it wasn't a sin to be poor in those days. 

FURMANOVSKY: So people were very stoic and very solid? 

ALLARD: Yes. 

FURMANOVSKY: It took a lot to move them, right? 

ALLARD: Right, right. 

FURMANOVSKY: So in the mid-thirties, after you taught school, you were, I 

suppose, barely making a living, and you wanted to be able to support your 

parents or contribute to-

ALLARD: Yes. Well, after teaching three years- I, as I said, was a pretty good 

basketball player. The high school principal in the town where I was teaching 

there in seventh and eighth grade had graduated from Ottawa University, a 

Baptist university in the southeastern part of the state, and he said that he 

thought he'd get me a basketball scholarship to go to school there. That had 

real appeal to me because I wanted to get a college degree and I wanted to 

continue in teaching. So I applied for a basketball scholarship, which I 
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received, I also got a government grant at that point to teach; my teaching was 

the athletes that were having problems with their grades, particularly in English, 

to work with them. I did letter in a small college basketball team my freshman 

year. 

At the end of that year--and I could see it shaping before the year was 

out-something had to be done for the folks. I had been encouraged by rela 

tives in California to come out this way. I had a relative from California that had 

been to Detroit to pick up a new car. They were driving back through Kansas, 

and they asked if I wouldn't ride along. I said I'd be glad to, and I remember it 

very well because they were very kind and generous with me. They took care 

of the food and the lodging on the way through, and all I had to pick up were a 

few incidentals. I had two twenty-dollar bills, forty dollars, which was an awful 

lot of money then. I had my mother stitch that into my shorts to be sure that 

nobody got my money while I was coming across country. I landed in Califor 

nia, in Maywood, on Fifty-fifth Street at the home of my aunt, right after school 

was out then, in 1936, I believe. 

FURMANOVSKY: But you came here with the intention just of seeing-

ALLARD: I came here with the intention of finding some sort of work around 

which I could encourage my parents to follow. Earlier on, on the farm while 

hunting rabbits one day, I had the misfortune of shooting my brother through a 

snowdrift and hitting him full in the face and chest with a four-ten shotgun. I 

shot out both his eyes, and so they had the added problem of an injured mem 

ber of the family that was blind. I came out here with the idea to see if I couldn't 

find some work, and if I could, then to encourage them to follow. And that's 

indeed what did happen. 

I went to work the next day after I got here in a small oil mill on Twenty-sixth 

Street in Los Angeles. In the fall of that year, my mom and my dad and my two 
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brothers came out. My dad at that time was in his late sixties and was certainly 

not in a position to earn on his own. We bought a house-made a small down 

payment-in Bell Gardens, I remember that too because it was a three-

bedroom home, not quite finished inside, and put together with used lumber. 

We bought it for $1,040, and my folks then ran a board and rooming house for 

young working men at that point. A little later that year with a person that I'd 

learned to know across the street, I went to work at Chrysler [Corporation], 

FURMANOVSKY: What were your impressions of Los Angeles when you first 

arrived, before you got the job, before you looked around? What hit you? What 

struck you? 

ALLARD: I was amazed particularly, I think, in two areas: One was that I 

arrived here in June, June 10, 1936, and coming from the agricultural Midwest 

where dollars were very few, and whenever you did go to the bank-it was only 

a few times a year, when you needed to borrow money or to make a big sort of 

deal; it wasn't a flow in and out. I couldn't get used to seeing, in the bank, 

people lined up with paychecks, cashing their checks. I was amazed at the 

amount of money and activity around the banks. The second thing that im 

pressed me particularly was the fresh fruit and vegetable displays in the mar 

kets here that were so different from where I had grown up. That was a great 

attraction to me. 

And of course, my relatives here were making out pretty well. They were 

getting on, and their kids my age had nice cars and were having a lot of fun, I 

found that with my background as a farm lad, a school teacher, and [having] 

recently come from college, the prestige that I had enjoyed in the community 

there, I found myself down the totem pole several notches socially when I got 

into California, because I didn't fit in all that well with the- Different. 

FURMANOVSKY: But coming from where you were, ironically you came here 
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and Los Angeles seemed like a very rich place-

ALLARD: Yes. 

FURMANOVSKY: -even though it was pretty much the depth of the Depres 

sion. The WPA [Works Progress Administration] had just started out. Just had 

the Townsend movement, the Sinclair movement. There was massive un 

employment, and yet the overall impression, coming from poverty-

ALLARD: Yes, by comparison. 

FURMANOVSKY: By comparison, yeah. 

ALLARD: I was fortunate, of course, because of the influence of the family 

members who already lived here, to get a job right away. I got it for fifty cents 

an hour, and I thought that was just doing remarkably well. It was more money 

than I made when I was teaching school. So I felt good about that part of it. 

FURMANOVSKY: What about things like- What sort of area was this ethnically 

and racially? Was it primarily people from the Midwest and the South that were 

living here and working in the factories? 

ALLARD: When I came to Maywood, it was pretty much at the outskirts of Los 

Angeles at that time, and pretty much working-class people. When we bought 

our home in Bell Gardens-it was called Billy Goat Acres in those days, or 

Shanty Town-people were coming in there particularly from the South and the 

Midwest, building some kind of shelter, just any that they could to get on with. 

Very sparse building in Bell Gardens; we were actually one of the early homes 

there. It was exclusively white and pretty much working class at that point. The 

bedrooms of industry were in a little closer to Los Angeles at that point. Then 

very shortly after that, places like South Gate became bedroom communities, 

and then shifting on over toward Downey, for business out in the industrial 

southeast part of the city. 

FURMANOVSKY: So physically speaking, what was the area of Bell Gardens? 
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I mean, you had some homes, but physically there weren't any factories; there 

weren't any large-

ALLARD: There was just barely a designated downtown street-which after 

ward folded entirely; another street became the downtown street-and a few 

small businesses, and a few sprinklings of homes. It worked out pretty good for 

those that were from a farm because many of the people had chickens or 

geese. There were some cattle and hogs, but not to speak of. The road sys 

tem was altogether different then from what it is now. Surrounding Bell Gar 

dens was the truck farming, right next to the Chrysler plant and the orange 

groves. The whole of Downey was orange groves at that time, other than just a 

small, little community that had been there for a tot of years. Bell Gardens was 

a completely new, subdivided tract that was taken from a farm and divided up 

into pretty good-sized parcels for home building at that point. There was no 

particular standard that had to be met, and so people were just building what 

ever they needed to, and they were making out with it. People mostly came 

from the Middle West. 

FURMANOVSKY: Now, you say your first job, you worked in an oil mill? 

ALLARD: Yes, I worked there as a shipping and receiving clerk. Before my 

folks came out, I lived with my auntie on Fifty-fifth Street in Maywood. Across 

the street was a foreman in the parts department of the Chrysler plant, and h e -

My other cousins and- I had two others that had come from Kansas as well and 

were working and living across the street of auntie's. He got interested in us 

boys and told us if we put in an application that he'd see if he couldn't get us 

hired in down there on a temporary job at Chrysler making a little more money. 

I think it was sixty cents, yeah, it was sixty cents an hour, He thought it might 

work out to something better. Well, one of my cousins got a job with the rail 

road at that point, and so he didn't- Another cousin and I went to work at 
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Chrysler doing inventory work in the parts department at the plant. 

FURMANOVSKY:Tell me something before we talk about work at Chrysler. 

What was your lifestyle like at this time? In other words, what would you do 

after work? What would you do for entertainment? When you came home from 

work, on weekends, what would you do? 

ALLARD; Well, first I want to say that socially I was lost, coming from Kansas, 

because it was that much different for me. This first one who started me work 

ing at Chrysler was also active in the local Baptist church in Maywood, and got 

us attached to some boys clubs there where I could play basketball, and that 

took some time. We also would hit the bottle some then, principally beer. I 

would hobnob with guys around Chrysler some in that area after I started work 

there. We took in the local movies and looked around to see if there were any 

pretty girls around, and that was pretty much it. 

FURMANOVSKY: What about jazz and dance and big bands? 

ALLARD: It wasn't my lifestyle and wasn't that much a part of me. Late eve 

ning radio, oftentimes, with the big bands, but as far as that being big in my life, it 

just wasn't. 

FURMANOVSKY: So you were still fitting in socially. When you went into the 

plant and worked inventory, what sort of people were you meeting then in the 

Chrysler plant? Were people from a similar background, or did you find a much 

greater diversity? 

ALLARD: I found much greater diversity. I got into the plant- Again, a different 

lifestyle than I was accustomed to, even coming from the little oil mill down 

there where there were relatively few employees. Got into Chrysler, and I was 

amazed at the diversity at that point. I was young and strong and I had grown 

up with the idea that you get what you merit in life. Immediately I get in there, I 

start looking over the place, where am I going to fit, you know. 
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I remember a very sobering experience, it was in 1936, and I wagered 

everything that I could get my hands on at that point with those guys around 

Chrysler that [Franklin D. Roosevelt wouldn't carry Kansas. [Alfred M.] Landon 

was running, and I knew that he would carry at least his own state. So they 

taught me some lessons out on that dock. 

The other thing I was impressed with, there were a lot of real physical 

specimens there at that point. There was large-scale unemployment, so you 

could afford to hire just a good man. They could turn off the work, let me tell 

you, and it was work. I was pretty strong myself and I started figuring out, 

where do I fit in? I see some of these fellows that have made it to checkers and 

inspectors, and I say why not? I have a background, a little college, school 

teaching, brighter than most of these chaps around here, so I started bucking 

pretty hard to see what I could do in climbing up that ladder. 

FURMANOVSKY: Who were these chaps, and where were they from? 

ALLARD: Well, they came from all over. They were primarily young. The plant 

was built in 1932 and all the hiring had been done, then, subsequent to that in 

the first two years. There was very little production, so nearly everyone was 

hired in the years '34, '35, and '36. There were essentially two different types of 

persons; One, there was a sprinkling of people with a background out of Detroit 

that were in the more skilled operations, paint and metal, and that sort of thing, 

but the preponderance- There were other Midwestern people that were a little 

bit older, but most of us were young men. We were all white; no blacks, no 

women. 

FURMANOVSKY: Mostly f rom-

ALLARD: A lot of them from the South and the Midwest, but a lot of them-

FURMANOVSKY: A lot of local-

ALLARD: -graduated from high school here. 
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FURMANOVSKY: Right here, yeah. 

ALLARD: Went right into the plant out of high school. Most of them were 

certainly not the literary type, but they were just young men making a living and 

making out. 

FURMANOVSKY: What about work, then? What time did you- I mean, was it 

really seven till six at night, it must have been? 

ALLARD: Oh, the work when I first went in there, taking this inventory in the 

parts, was kind of an illusion as to what work was really like in the plant. Be-

cause the parts department, where they shipped out the parts all over this 

section of the country, were in bins in a reasonably small amount, and we were 

taking a count on them to see what they had and what they didn't have. Most of 

it was pencil work and the sort of thing that kind of fit with my background. 

Man, this isn't bad. But that didn't last but about six weeks and then they asked 

whether I wanted to transfer on out on the dock. I went out on the dock, and 

the receiving dock at that time had very little mechanical help, you did it just 

with muscle and six-wheeler wagons that you'd load up and push to the line 

and unload. 

FURMANOVSKY: Why don't you describe it a little bit more, the receiving 

dock. What took place? 

ALLARD: That's where the railroad cars- Most everything came from Detroit in 

the Middle West. Some things came locally by truck, but nearly everything 

came in from Detroit in railroad cars. 

FURMANOVSKY: Like what? All the various parts? 

ALLARD: Yes. The bodies would come in at that point already assembled and 

painted. We had a truck line, too, and the truck bodies and the truck beds 

would come in in white metal, so they would be painted here. Then there would 

be transmissions; there would be fenders; there would be hoods; there would 
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be axles; there would be wheels; every conceivable part of an automobile from 

the smallest washer and nut to the big parts. The idea was to get those cars 

unloaded and get them to the line and everything. There had to be enough of 

everything to build the automobile. 

Sometimes, in fact oftentimes, they were playing very close to the incoming 

material and the line, if something got held up, then you were in trouble on 

production the next day. You didn't have the computers to know where every 

freight car was in those days. Oftentimes they'd have you come in at four o'clock 

in the morning so they could get enough stock on the line so the line could run. 

Oftentimes, also, it didn't get here by four o'clock in the morning, so you'd wait 

until it did. Sometimes you'd wait until eight or ten o'clock in the morning, and it 

didn't show, and they'd send you home. So you made no earnings on that at 

all. Line people would show up for work, and if they couldn't, they just shut her 

down. 

FURMANOVSKY: No pay? 

ALLARD: No pay. Home you go. It was even more so on the dock, because 

the line had pretty much a time when they produced, from 7: 00 till 3: 45. But the 

dock which supported it, they had all kinds of crazy hours, from late at night to 

early in the morning. So since I was a new hire in there and there wasn't a 

great deal of hiring done about that time, I was out on that dock and there I 

was. 

So these bodies, you'd swing them on a--you would pull them from the ends 

of the car to the center, then you'd have a couple of pivot arms that you'd set 

them on. Then you'd pivot them over and push a wagon under them and pull 

them out. And then you'd take them in the plant and stand them up on their 

nose. Those bodies were big and they were heavy, and that was hard work, 

and man, you stayed with it in those days. You made her go. Same thing in all 
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the smaller parts. They'd have what they called crew leaders then. They had 

competition between themselves, which of those crew leaders could unload the 

cars the fastest. And they were pushers. They were pushers. As I said, I was 

young and strong then, so I was a good man for them and I delivered the 

goods. 

FURMANOVSKY: Was the work dangerous? Did you see accidents happen 

regularly? 

ALLARD: Well, it was dangerous, but not to the extreme. I'm sure there had 

been many other places where the dangers would have been greater. But it 

was physical. It was hard work; heavy work. 

FURMANOVSKY: How did the plant function in terms of management, the 

foremen, the system? Was there sort of a machine? Were there kickbacks? 

Was there a speedup? 

ALLARD: At this point, I was working the dock. The line was where they talked 

speedup more, because you'd start the line at the beginning of a season and 

then you'd just jack it up. You'd produce as many cars as you could with the 

fewest number of men. That was the objective. There were also certain spots 

along that line that were pretty decent jobs, too. Some of those would identify 

with some of the old heads that kind of knew their way around, and that was a 

little easier place. Also, out on the dock, as I say, there were these checkers 

and inspectors and people who were doing control work with a pencil and pad, 

and I thought that's where I belonged. So I started bucking for that, and they 

picked me up pretty quick. I was just on there for a few days and--boom-back I 

was on the heavy again. So I didn't like that very well. 

I also remember particularly that there was always a scramble to get these 

wagons that you'd haul material on because you had to have them first thing in 

the morning to make things move. So I went out to get a wagon and I couldn't 
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find any anywhere one day. I found a full load of gas tanks that someone left 

the day before. Well, there wasn't anything I could do but unload that load of 

gas tanks and then bring it out. When I got out there, I was met by the foreman 

and he said, "I don't like the way you're doggin' it." I said, "What do you mean 

doggin' it?" He said, "Hell, it's fifteen minutes past starting time and here you're 

coming with this wagon. Where you been?" I said, "Well, I found one down 

there that I had to unload first. " And he said, "Well, don't give me that kind of 

story. The only thing that's getting to you, " he says, "is you had that checker's 

job and we put you back on the bull gang and you don't like it. " And I said, 

"That's just not the truth." 

That really got to me because I figured this ain't right, you know. One thing 

to buck the work, but another one to be accused. So I-- You've got to consider 

the background, how you grow up. So I figured I'd get to the next line of super 

vision. I'll put that foreman in shape. I want justice in this thing. I didn't like this 

sort of thing. So I went on up the next line and I got no ear at all. They just 

said, "Go on back to work." So it was in these circumstances, it began to make 

sense to me some of the old heads out of Detroit there talking about building a 

union. 

The other thing that I noticed about the union, I had a sensitivity when I 

came into the plant, just looking over the talents of all these young men. That 

was when Major Bowles-I've often thought of this with his hour that he had for 

people just looking for an opportunity in the entertainment field. We had a guy 

out there on the dock who had the most beautiful tenor voice. He just sang 

because he loved to sing. And I thought, well, man alive, why can't a whole 

bunch of us here get together? It wouldn't take very much from any of us, and 

we could support sending him there to Major Bowles's hour. 

FURMANOVSKY: That was a radio program? 
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ALLARD: Yeah, a radio program. He was bound to be a hit on that. Never 

anything developed from it, but I've often thought afterwards that it was there 

that I first got my sensitivity. You put this crew together, they could do pretty 

amazing things. 

Another thing I did when I started to work at Chrysler, we had an industrial 

league going, basketball. There were some pretty talented basketball players 

in that plant. So that was a social outlet for me, one that was fun. 

FURMANOVSKY: So there was a sense developing out of this, the fact that 

there were a lot of young people around the same age together suffering from 

the same very tough work and long hours and low pay, and a certain solidarity 

was developing prior to any union talk. 

ALLARD: It came first, really. It was already in the plant to a degree when I 

arrived. There had been the NRA [National Recovery Administration], and the 

plant was required under that to make some recognition of the people. They 

had elections for leaders, for worker representatives. They called it the CIA, the 

Chrysler Industrial Association. It was under control of the company, and the 

way it was, they'd have elections all right, but they had no formal way of doing 

it. The company would nominate the people running and they would also count 

the ballots. We worked at that time also under a group bonus system in the 

plant; on the dock and on the lines as well, They'd measure your production 

each day, and according to that it would impact your pay. Again, you had no 

representation on it. You could see it was a phony, because you could do ever 

so well for the first couple of days a week, and you might do even better yet the 

next three, except as you get along toward payday it would fall off again. So 

they'd hold her down. This had an impact on the building of the union nonethe 

less, this CIA, because there were one or two of those guys that "snuck" in 

there just out of sensitivity to a worker's needs and the desire to build a union. 
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We were starting to question this and push on it to try to get the right people in 

there, you see, in every way we could so that we would have control rather than 

the company. 

FURMANOVSKY: I see, okay. 
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TAPE NUMBER: II, SIDE ONE 

APRIL 2, 1986 

FURMANOVSKY: We talked about your first couple of years in the plant, about 

the beginnings of trade union organization at the plant prior to the UAW [United 

Automobile Workers]. In 1936, people were beginning to think in terms of 

industrial unionism. The Committee for Industrial Organization [after 1938, 

Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO)] had been formed, but was still in its 

rudimentary stages. What was happening in the plant? What were conditions 

like, that led people to start thinking in terms of industrial unionism? 

ALLARD: At that time, NRA [National Recovery Administration] had already put 

together a structure inside the [Chrysler Corporation] plant. The name of the 

organization was the Chrysler Industrial Association, and if you wanted to run 

for office, you turned your name in and the company would be the nominating 

person to put in the people who would be running. We were talking about 

organization, the need for organization, and there had been the earlier at 

tempts, but always talking about it in fragmented groups, which just wouldn't 

work. We couldn't see any future to it inside the plant. So in working with this, 

however, we were able to elect at least one guy that I remember particularly 

who was an effective trade union leader. That gave us a little more hope on it. 

There was talk, there [were] meetings, there [were] small, sectional meetings. 

A few of the people there had come from Detroit, had old-time union cards in 

attempts at organizing automobile by crafts earlier on, but the great 

preponderance of the workers at that time were people without any trade union 

background. It seemed to them almost an impossible task. They knew they'd 

like to make changes, but [it was an] almost impossible task to do that. There 
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were some early meetings in '36 and '37 prior to the sit-down strike, but nothing 

really came of it until close to that time of the sit-down strike. We had applied 

for, and got, a charter from the [American Federation of Labor] that would have 

been still under the old AF of L. 

FURMANOVSKY: So the local AF of L -

ALLARD: It's still Local 230 at that point. We were chartered so that when the 

sit-down strikes occurred in Detroit and the union was recognized, we had 

enough of an organization that our union was recognized as well at the same 

time. That's when we got recognition for the first time for our union. 

FURMANOVSKY: This would be then what? What would be the name of the 

union? 

ALLARD: This was just the United Automobile Workers of America. We called 

it UAWA at that point, United Automobile Workers of America. It was attached, 

I guess, the first regional director was attached closely to the AF of L. 

FURMANOVSKY: So what was the relationship with the local AF of L here 

under [J. W.] Bazelle? Did they take much interest? Because after all, he was 

opposed to industrial unionism. There were a number of strong unions in Los 

Angeles even in 1936. 

ALLARD: Yes. Well, there wasn't any great squabble to my knowledge. I was 

a youngster then. We didn't think so much in terms, the ordinary rank and file 

at that point, of all these details. What we were after were certain things that 

were plaguing us and we wanted to get at them. 

FURMANOVSKY: And what were those principally, would you say? 

ALLARD: I would say the two principal ones were- Well, always there's in 

come, rate of pay, but also the conditions of work, and probably paramount of 

all, insecurity. That was the thing that caused people to talk. 

FURMANOVSKY: People were working on average about how many weeks in 
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a year then before the repeated shutdowns and-

ALLARD: My income in those days would hit somewhere between $300 and 

$400 a year, it was very, very small because you were in and out a lot. Then 

they would vary even from year to year. If the model- If you got in there and 

the model was selling well and you had a pretty constant rate of production, you 

hung in there pretty well. The '37 model sold. When I hired in there in '36-they 

started the '37 model late in '36—it looked like things were rosy for a long time to 

come. Then they came out with that snub-nosed 1938, production and safes 

went down like this. You felt you had a pretty secure position there, suddenly 

there was a very intermittent and much lower level of production. Lot of people 

laid off, lot of people lost seniority on the '38 model. 

FURMANOVSKY: So you might work only half the year? 

ALLARD: Or less. It would depend. The more senior and more skilled people 

worked better time than the younger ones. The other thing, you see, you had 

the hire-in and layoff game. That is, there would be a layoff, then [it would] pick 

up a little bit, then they'd lay off again. Usually, they didn't just come around 

and fire people outright, you'd get laid off and somehow or other you couldn't 

get back. I remember I used to play tricks to hold onto my badge because by 

holding onto my badge, I could get by the guards and I could get to personnel 

and I could bug them, you see, to get back into the plant. If I didn't have that 

badge, I couldn't get to them. Most people I don't think were- I don't know 

anyone else that did that, but I found it to be helpful in the days that were 

difficult for me right there in the early part of my tenure. 

FURMANOVSKY: So you were one of those laid off then with that '38 model in 

late '37? 

ALLARD: Yes. 

FURMANOVSKY: What did you do? How did you make a living? 
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ALLARD: Well, I did several things. I went down into the Imperial Valley on a 

motorcycle with a cousin of mine; we pruned grapes down there for a while. 

FURMANOVSKY: That must have been an experience. 

ALLARD: Yeah, it was. We camped out and lived with the farmworkers down 

there. We had an agricultural background so we fit in pretty well. I got on 

finally by a written test application to Southern California Gas Company. I 

worked there for a spell as what they call a temporary, because they, different 

from automobile in those days, they would flow up and down around a tempo 

rary crew. Then they had the stable crew that was known as permanents. I got 

called back to Chrysler finally and reported back in. I moved to be a little closer 

to the plant because I didn't have a car in those days to get to work-- A special 

delivery letter from the gas company saying I'd been put on as a steady, or a 

regular, arrived after I'd gone back into Chrysler. Once I got back in there, I got 

interested again in the union activity. I'd been back in two or three weeks and I 

thought, well, let her go. But if I'd have gotten that letter I probably never would 

have gone back into automobile work in those days. 

FURMANOVSKY: You never had to go on relief at this time, or work for WPA 

[Works Progress Administration], or anything like that? 

ALLARD: I didn't. Really, there were a lot of down-and-outers about that time. 

It was in those days that Lew [Lewis H.] Michener first came into prominence. 

He was a Chrysler worker, but I didn't really know Mitch in the plant in those 

early days. Because very early on, when he was on lay off, he set up a little 

office downtown to handle problems of destitute working people. I forget even 

now the organization. They had a little office down on West Third Street. I was 

down there a time or two, but I never was to a point where I had any type of 

welfare or relief in those days. 

FURMANOVSKY: But you saw it around you. I'm just trying to place your 
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experiences in the context of the times. At that time you still had unemploy 

ment, the Workers Alliance. You had a lot of, you know, the WPA going--

ALLARD: The Workers Alliance was the one that Michener was working with in 

those days, right. Yes, except I didn't come in that much contact with it. You 

have to remember I hadn't been out here too long from Kansas, and I was 

looking around for just a way to make out. I was single in those days. You 

figured out a way. 

FURMANOVSKY: So you returned to the plant in what, early 1938? 

ALLARD: Well, I worked some during the '38 year, but not very much. 'Thirty-

eight was a bad, bad year. Then it started picking up again more regularly in '39. 

FURMANOVSKY: But already there had been the beginnings in 1937. There 

was the Douglas [Aircraft Company] sit-down strike; that was in aircraft. 

ALLARD: Yes, that came just about the time, in fact, I think it was running 

concurrently with, the Chrysler sit-down strike in Detroit. 

FURMANOVSKY: That would be, yeah. 

ALLARD: It was around the Chrysler sit-down strike in Detroit that they re 

ceived recognition. And because we had an organization tied with the United 

Automobile Workers, we were recognized at the same time. The difference in 

Douglas was that this was the center of it. In Douglas, and in Los Angeles in 

those days, the administration of city, county, everything, was right-wing and 

antiunion. An open-shop town of renown. They just loaded them up in paddy 

wagons there in Douglas and hauled them off to jail. I can remember just 

knowing about that at the time. There was considerable discussion, follow-up, 

behind that. There was a recognition of the union in Douglas at that point, but it 

was recognized as a strategy point of view from where the company was going, 

I think, as to how they could dislodge it. Putting together a counterorganization 
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in the plant indeed did dislodge it. Douglas remained unorganized then until the 

mid-forties. 

FURMANOVSKY: So getting back to Local 230, when did it become a viable 

union? When did it sort of overtake the company union in terms of 

membership? 

ALLARD: It would have come quite obviously with the recognition following the 

sit-down strike. That was where It really took hold, and it popularized very 

rapidly following that, a great insurge of membership. The recognition contract 

itself recognized the union to represent only those who are members. And 

recognition was all there was; it didn't give us any protection; it didn't give us 

any increased pay; it didn't give anything other than the recognition of the union 

to represent those who are members of the union. Very quickly it moved out 

pretty strong. Far from being total organization, but substantially over half. 

Substantially over half. There was no question that it took the place of the old 

organization. In fact, the old organization just wasn't considered anymore after 

that recognition agreement. 

FURMANOVSKY: When you went back into the plant in '38, what were your 

impressions of the change in the mood of the workforce after the union? Was 

there a new kind of militancy? A new attitude? 

ALLARD: Not particularly so. The shift came with that recognition. And at that 

point came the big push, and around that there was pretty much a continuity of 

this. This kept running that way pretty much until somewhere in the year 1938. 

We heard from one of our sister unions, I think it was the Plymouth union, Local 

51, in Detroit, that they planned to have everybody in the union by the first of 

the year. We thought that if Plymouth can do it, why can't we? So we went to 

work on an organizing drive to bring everybody into the union. 

FURMANOVSKY: But the company certainly hadn't given up. Even though 
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they'd recognized the union, they were doing everything they could-

ALLARD: The whole philosophy of the company was different then from what it 

turned out ultimately to be. It started right, of course, with the top administration 

of the corporation, I'm sure, in Detroit. But we felt it in the top administration in 

Los Angeles, and it went right down through the supervisory level. The union 

was something that you had to cope with, with these guys, but it was a tempo 

rary flash that ultimately would have to give ground to the authority of the 

company. So it became a struggle very early on, and we had aggressive 

leadership of the local right immediately following the '37 sit-down strike to give 

it impetus. So this was really thumping, one at the other. 

FURMANOVSKY: What sort of conflicts would these be about? What would 

the conflicts revolve around? What would the company be doing? 

ALLARD: Well, conflict primarily on workload, work assignment, were the main 

ones. Grievances of people having to do with how they were handled as 

human beings. 

FURMANOVSKY: How about from your own experiences. How did this im 

pinge then when you came back? What was your first position when you 

returned? 

ALLARD: I don't have any particular remembrance in the '38 period other than 

everyone was pretty horribly demoralized because of the recession then and 

the down-pull of production. The solidarity we had doing the '37 one came 

immediately after the sit-down strike and the recognition began to fade through 

'38. Lack of employment, in-and-out sort of employment. It was a pretty 

demoralizing period. Even then, because of the aggressiveness particularly of 

leadership in the local at that point, we had some good leaders. We kept 

thrashing her out. Then came the '39 model in the latter part of '38, and it 

began to pick up better yet. It was at that point that we put on the big drive to 
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bring everybody in. 

FURMANOVSKY: What was your role in this drive? I mean, official or 

unofficial? 

ALLARD: Just a general supporter along with hundreds of other people. I was 

not known as a leader of the union. I was known, along with a lot of other 

people, as a strong supporter of it. I kept up my dues; I believed in it; I sup 

ported any activity that the union put on, which they did sometimes, quickie 

shutdowns and things like that, I was active in it. That was about it. I was not 

an elected leader at that point. 

FURMANOVSKY: When did you first run for office? 

ALLARD: I ran for office first in the elections in 1939, quite unexpectedly, really. 

There was an old Kentuckian by the name of Sim Huff who was very active in 

the organization. He was always on the lookout for younger talent, additional 

talent, to bring into the union, and he was the committeeman out on the dock 

where I worked and where I'd had a run-in or two with the company. That gave 

me a lot of annoyance and he knew that. I think he figured that I was a person 

who possibly could develop into leadership. So he nominated me for the 

recording secretary of the local union at the meeting and I accepted and ran. 

And got defeated badly by Ken [Kenneth] Gillie, who was the first president and 

a very aggressive leader, very competent guy. He trounced me, he trounced 

me good. 

I expect Huff picked up on me more on - I don't remember [whether] we 

talked about this the last time we were talking or not. I was to get a workout on 

the bull gangs, as we called them. Bolander was our crew chief and he was a 

driver, a little short man, but all muscle and tough. He liked several of us young 

guys that could turn out the work. Every morning we'd start to work, we had to 

have these six-wheelers, we'd call them, things we'd use to take the things from 
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the boxcars into the plant. I couldn't find one that morning, and I finally found 

one down there by the gas tanks. I told you about that, did I? 

FURMANOVSKY: Yeah. That was your run-in was it, that made you-

ALLARD: Yeah, that was a run-in that really bothered me, because when 

things had moved up a little bit they moved me from a bull-gang guy up into a 

checker. Then very shortly they moved me back again, you know. It bothered 

me, and so when I raised Cain about this one, they told me- I think they laid me 

off for a day or something like that for being slow, getting back there with the 

truck. Well, they said that-- And I thought, I'll go the next level of management; 

there's certainly some decency here. But I found that there wasn't, and I was 

moaning about that. Sim Huff told me--and I think probably was right--I had a 

little college; I was young and strong and aggressive. And supervision in the 

lower level-- You don't let a man start being identified as bright and competent 

and aggressive. So I took a licking in that one. That was early on, and Huff 

had known about that and so he figured here's a guy, a little disgruntled, that's 

bright and with some stamina, let's get him into the union leadership. So he 

nominates me. I wasn't well known at all except out in the dock area where I 

worked. 

FURMANOVSKY: The position of recording secretary would be what position 

in terms of the hierarchy of the union? 

ALLARD: It would be in the administrative area of the union. In the auto work-

ers union there is the bargaining process that's under the administration primar-

ily of the bargaining committee, which at that time was a committee of five 

people around a chairman. Then a little broader administration of the local 

would come under the executive officers of the local, including the bargaining 

committee, and that was the president, the vice-president, the recording 

secretary, the financial secretary, the trustees, and the sergeant at arms. The 
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recording secretary was a more technical one that would do the recording of all 

that went on in the meetings. I would say considered generally at about the 

fourth [from the] top level within the union. 

FURMANOVSKY: So you weren't actually running for the top position. Do you 

remember who the top people at that point were, or have their names vanished 

from history? 

ALLARD: No, I-- The leader, the president of that union, the first one, was Ken 

Gillie I think. Then Tauscher was an early president. [William] Goldmann was 

an early president. All those were early presidents of the union. Gillie was not 

president at the time, because he was the one that ran against me, and he'd 

stepped down a little bit. I believe Tauscher, Noah Tauscher. 

FURMANOVSKY: What sort of people were these? What sort of background? 

Southwest, or local people? 

ALLARD: Tauscher came from a Tennessee mining background; trade 

unionism born and bred in him from that. He was tough. He used to, in bar 

gaining sessions with Gabeline, who was the plant manager at that t ime-

[Tauscher] was known for carrying [what] we called a "frog stabber," a knife with 

a long blade. He'd get that out and he'd kind of strop it on this part of the hand, 

then he'd turn around while he was talking, and he'd just kind of shave the hairs 

off the back of his hand, you know. He was profane and harsh. He was tough. 

Built slender with very broad shoulders, and, in the early days he represented 

what you needed: Someone that just would look the whole world in the face 

and put up both dukes and say, "Come get me." 

Goldmann came out of the mines of Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico. Grew 

up in the mines; his dad was a miner. He'd been fired trying to work in a pack 

ing house and hired in Chrysler. He was very bright from a working man's point of 

view, very honest and honorable and just a picture of solid leadership strength. 
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Gillie was on the local level what [Richard] Frankensteen was on the 

international level. He had color. He was a big man. He was not the most 

trustworthy individual in all the world as far as being a kind of crafty 

manipulator, but as far as his support of the union, he was strong. I think his 

dad was a minister, if I remember correctly, in any event, he was the one that 

would come to work in his white shirt and suit clothes. He was Mr. Big of the 

union in the early days because he had that kind of carriage that would stand 

almost any kind of buffeting. 

FURMANOVSKY: So these early leaders were sort of fairly uniformly strong, 

tough men, not necessarily politically oriented. I'm thinking in terms of the 

politics that enter into the union and the factionalism, and trying to integrate 

these people into that picture. Now, what about the role then of Dick [Richard] 

Coleman, who I think was sent by the UAW to Los Angeles to organize? 

ALLARD: Yeah, I knew Dick Coleman. He was an organizer and sent here 

from Detroit. I knew Dick better in later years than I did then, but I knew him 

then as a person who attended our meetings, local organization. When we 

organized the other plants in the location he'd ofttimes go help out organizing. I 

remember National Automotive Fiber over across the pasture from where the 

Chrysler plant was. Dick Coleman was a key speaker, represented the interna 

tional union in the early days in organization. He was competent in that field. 

He spoke well; he carried himself well, I wouldn't consider any of these men 

particularly oriented politically at that point. Nothing motivated them other than 

the need of working guys for a union for their own benefits. 

FURMANOVSKY: I'm thinking in terms of 1938, when the CIO, California CIO, 

was formed, and Harry Bridges became the prime influence. There was a 

revolt, a so-called revolt, of the CIO unions in Los Angeles at the founding 

convention. One of the locals of the UAW here refused to attend the meeting. 
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This might be before your time, but I have got here Charlie [Charles] West of 

the UAW was one of the leaders of this revolt against Harry Bridges, therefore a 

revolt against supposed Left domination of the CIO. 

ALLARD: I remember the name. As I remember Charlie West, he was at 

tached to the AF of L at that point. You see we're right in this. I can say as far 

as Coleman was concerned, as far as the leaders in our local were concerned, 

to the best of my knowledge--I remember [Edward] Wight-Bakke, the person 

that handled my later swing into Yale [University], wanted to know about the 

divisions of Right and Left. I told him honestly then, and I tell you honestly now, 

that within our local union-and it went from the lowest leader right to the top, 

and as far as I could see generally-following the real establishment of the CIO, 

following that, there was no concern about this. You were all on the same ball 

club. So the Bridges thing didn't shake anyone in ours. We thought he was a 

great leader. He led the longshoremen well, and that's the way we identified 

with him. And of course, Michener, who was an early director, closely attached 

to Bridges in the early days, and even the early days of Slim [Philip M.] 

Connelly-- There was no-- There just wasn't the kind of division that came 

shortly after that in my own mind. Nor could I find it in the general operation of 

the CIO. It was busy organizing and doing things for working people, and who 

cared, you see, what your political leanings were, as long as you were stably for 

the union. Either you were there or you were on the side of the company. It 

was this sort of thing, you see, when the fight went on, not on Right or Left 

within the union. We had a tough time just t o -

FURMANOVSKY: Survive in the union. 

ALLARD: Yeah, now you're with it. 

FURMANOVSKY: But what about the factionalism on the national level? Did 

that impinge, the Homer Martin controversy? That probably came a little later, I 
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suppose in '39. 

ALLARD: The swing of the division of AFL and the CIO came in, but within our 

own local structure we were always, I suppose, identified as a progressive 

union. We had our vote conducted by the labor board the following year. But 

there were some ties. There was [Cyril] O'Halloran, who later became regional 

director for a number of years. He fell in with the AF of L, thinking that was the 

direction to go. But that one was just smothered by the on-push of organization 

generally at that time. In auto and rubber and steel it was in motion. 

FURMANOVSKY: So getting back to your own situation in the union in Local 

230; in 1939, you told me, there was a trial of union leadership? 

ALLARD: Yes. When we set the objective to organize, January 3, 1939, 

everybody in our plant in the union. We went at that one, and we went at it 

hard. Again, it was pretty aggressively done. Which side are you on? You're 

either the company or you're with us. And this one was pushing hard. We had 

some harsh holdouts. Life inside that plant for a holdout at that point was very 

difficult indeed. 

FURMANOVSKY: What did that translate into, besides ostracism? 

ALLARD: Ostracism would be certainly a part of it, but also name calling. All 

kinds of little things; aggravating. What do you do? Where do you eat your 

lunch? Nobody would eat with you. If you had your coat hanging on the rack, it 

might disappear and you couldn't find it. You'd have groups of guys- If you 

tried to get off to yourself to have lunch, you might have fifty guys come around 

and taunt you while you were eating. We had guys that we told [if you] didn't 

belong with us, you're out. At lunchtime we pointed out where the gate was and 

we had kind of a flying wedge. One of the guys, [Paul L.] Brooks, we just 

ushered him right out of the plant that way without laying a hand on him; just 

you move or we'll run over you. And he moved in that direction, and here come 
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hundreds of guys following. I was one of the followers, and Gillie was right up 

there in front pointing out which direction the gate was. He wasn't harmed in 

any way, but he was ushered out and told not to come back. It was around his 

case particularly that the big trial came of the, I think there were fifteen. 

FURMANOVSKY: They were arrested on what, a charge of intimidation? 

ALLARD: No, for extortion of dues and, I forget the other term. It's where you 

illegally associate together for the purpose o f -

FURMANOVSKY: Conspiracy? 

ALLARD: Conspiracy's the word. Conspiracy and extortion were the two that 

they were arrested on and they were just picked up one day quite by surprise, 

and thrown in the pokey. 

FURMANOVSKY: And who led this? Who organized this arrest? Who was 

behind it? Was it simply the police? 

ALLARD: The police picked them up and took them to jail. And then they 

were-- It didn't take a lot of money to get them sprung. But once we got into the 

tr ial- The trial I think started in May. I think they were arrested in February or 

March, and it went for about ninety days. 

FURMANOVSKY: Who was behind this? In other words, you had so many 

antiunion forces in Los Angeles. You had organizations like the Neutral 

Thousands, and the Chamber of Commerce, and the Merchants and Manufac 

turers [Association], who were all looking for ways of breaking the CIO. The AF 

of L itself. Who do you think was behind it? 

ALLARD: Well, when they questioned who was behind it, the whole political 

apparatus of the county was behind it along with organizations that were tied 

right in with the structure. The Neutral Thousands was one of them, there was 

another off-shoot organization; I can't think of it. But the main thrust- It worked 

through Buron Fitts in the DA's office, and they had people right inside the 
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plant. They also took Brooks, the guy we ushered out, and had him bring suit 

against the union. The whole political apparatus-

FURMANOVSKY: But not the mayor. 

ALLARD: What's that? 

FURMANOVSKY: But not the mayor, because that was Mayor [Fletcher] 

Bowron. 

ALLARD: We weren't in the city, we were in the county, Yeah, it was the DA's 

office that was the central thrust behind it. 

FURMANOVSKY: The point I'm making is that at this point the mayor was, 

relatively speaking, progressive, but the district attorney and people around him 

were still the same people who'd been-

ALLARD: Right, right. 

FURMANOVSKY: And he was the same person who had arrested the Douglas 

strikers, too. 

ALLARD: That's right. That's right. And she was going full blast. Now we can 

talk about this and say who was behind it. At that point we didn't know who was 

behind it. We just knew that these guys were arrested. And let me tell you, the 

circumstances inside that plant! Not only did you have all these guys arrested 

all that time on trial, how you going to feed them? You know? So we had t o -

And what happened to your membership? Our membership probably went 

down to not more than 20 percent of the people in that plant. 

FURMANOVSKY: This was the top leadership that was arrested, was it? 

ALLARD: There were two levels that were arrested: There was all your top 

leadership: Goldmann, Huff, Tauscher, Gillie; the "four horsemen," they were 

called. Then there were some real weaklings on there, too, that they picked up 

at the same time. We always figured that the strategy was that they would fold 

and they could use them somewhere along the line. Because some of the 
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people that were arrested along with the top leaders were not leadership people 

at all; in fact, borderline trade unionists. 

FURMANOVSKY: So this was obviously carefully planned. You say they had 

their infiltrators or spies? 

ALLARD: In the plant. And they were in touch with the people that we were 

putting the pressure on to join the union. The demoralization inside that plant 

was horrible. You must imagine, it looked like these fellows were going up for 

life. It wasn't something that you have a slap on the wrist or pay a fine. If they 

had been convicted, the sentence sought would have been several lifetimes, for 

that matter. 

FURMANOVSKY: But why would it be so harsh? 

ALLARD: Extortion and the conspiracy--

FURMANOVSKY: Violence? Were they claiming there was violence? 

ALLARD: For the purpose o f - I think it was these two that at that point were 

damn well serious, you see, It wasn't that you had a traffic violation or some 

thing of that kind. These fellows expected to be put away. The people in the 

plant thought so. And my role at that point was every time I could, to get down 

and sit in on the trial, to listen. I also had to circulate in that plant to get dona 

tions everywhere I could. And a quarter or a half dollar is the best you could do 

from anybody- And an awful lot of them didn't know you anymore because the 

union that we had built suddenly was being illegally destroyed. Men aren't all 

that strong. So that was what was happening. What we tried to do was to get 

fifteen dollars a week for each family for them. Those that had to have it, we 

got them the fifteen, and those that could live without it, we just asked them to 

live without it. Ultimately, I think we did, after things all settled, work till every 

one was paid off for the fifteen dollars a week for the time they were on trial. 

And along with that, you had to have top legal talent, you couldn't fool around 
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with one like this, and that was costly. Then you had to have support. So you 

had to get out and hustle with ail the other organizations to rally behind. We 

had great support from the longshoremen at that point. They were saying, 

"Man, they get those guys, we're next, you know." So we did get considerable 

support. 
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TAPE NUMBER: II, SIDE TWO 

APRIL 2, 1986 

ALLARD: So this trial then went on for ninety days, and at the end of the trial 

the jury hung. The selection of the jury was a tough one because both sides 

were investigating every juror in detail. [It] took a long time to get the jury 

together, and then the trial dragged on and on and on, and then it was hung. 

There was only one that held against. He was an old socialist, and he knew 

what was going on there and he just wouldn't yield. Then they retried it again, 

and still you couldn't get these guys back to the plant, you see. They took it 

back to trial, and the second trial, later on that year, lasted for another ninety 

days. 

In the meantime, there was the political buildup in the county. I don't re 

member whether the trial was over or the election was first. It was right about 

that time in the fall that Buron Fitts was defeated and they were acquitted. I can 

remember so well the day that those leaders came back into the plant. 

FURMANOVSKY: A hero's welcome? 

ALLARD: It was really a hero's welcome, it was really a hero's welcome, and 

at that point was when the union [was] really established. It [was] really estab 

lished to the point where nothing could faze it from that point on. We said that 

there won't be anyone in this plant ever works here unless he joins the union 

within thirty days from the time he came. For the next ten years, where [before] 

we had no union security other than just going out and organizing and collecting 

the dues, there was only one man in all that period of time that held out. That 

was pretty amazing. We'd get one in there pretty harsh once in a while. We'd 

just tell him, this is the way it is. We paid this kind of a price to have this union, 
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and we're not willing to let any man come in here and destroy it. 

FURMANOVSKY: By this time in Los Angeles, I'm talking about '39, it was 

already by this time a fairly strong left-wing trade union and CIO presence 

organization. I'm just thinking in terms of that trial. Who would have given 

supporters? Say, the longshoremen? And I would imagine all the other sort of 

left-oriented unions and CIO unions would have supported you. 

ALLARD: Well, it was the CIO that gave us the support, each portion of it at 

that point I just remember the longshoremen particularly because they were 

known then as a rugged outfit, and we needed rugged outfits about that time, it 

was that sort of situation. 

FURMANOVSKY: And in terms of the legal counsel, I know that Carey McWil-

liams was often involved in these things. James Carter was the CIO--

ALLARD: The two that represented the men were Grover Johnson, who repre 

sented the unions down in the harbor area-

FURMANOVSKY: He was a member of the International Labor Defense, which 

was the communist-led-

ALLARD: And the other was-

FURMANOVSKY: It's okay if you don't remember. 

ALLARD: I don't remember right for the moment. I know his name as well as I 

know my own. He just died recently. He was very active in individual rights of 

people; became much better known after that; in fact, I think that really estab-

lished him, Johnson was probably the better known at that point, but he be 

came very well known after that. Can't tell me who it is, can you? 

FURMANOVSKY: I'm just thinking of names; Carey McWilliams and the other 

lawyers, [John T. ] McTernan and [Ben] Margolis, but I don't think it was any of 

those. 

ALLARD: No. No, Margolis was one of the best about that time, too, that's right 
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FURMANOVSKY: So why don't you talk a little bit about Lew Michener and the 

Left at this point, ft seems like it is where it sort of comes in. What was Lew 

Michener's role at this time, and where were you heading politically and other 

wise by this time? 

ALLARD: In 1939 the- - What happened following the trial and the defeat of 

Buron Fitts, Ken Gillie was taken out of the plant and put on as a representative 

of the new district attorney's office. That left a spot open for the recording 

secretary, and since I was the runner-up--That was the first time that I became 

well known throughout the plant, as the recording secretary. That would have 

been in late 1939, or early 1940. 

FURMANOVSKY: You were only about twenty-six then; still a very young man. 

ALLARD: Yeah, I wasn't real old, that's right. Then I, of course, became more 

active myself in the bigger scheme of things than I was up until that point. 

Michener was not closely identified other than general support because he 

never was back in the plant. He was the early director, and he was-

FURMANOVSKY: Regional director? 

ALLARD: Yeah, regional director of the UAW. 

FURMANOVSKY: West Coast? 

ALLARD: West Coast, West Coast, yeah. He was in this role during all this 

time and was actively supporting. But I wasn't really all that well acquainted 

with Michener in those days. I had been down to the office on I think it was 

West Third Street and had seen him, but I didn't know him well. But I thought a 

lot of him. He was clean-cut; he was bright; he was-- He had a natural leader 

ship talent. I thought a great deal of him, and I really didn't get closely attached 

to him until after that, probably more around the circumstances of the North 

American [Aviation Company] strike in the early forties. 

FURMANOVSKY: What about the political affiliations at the time? At this point 
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in time, factionalism in the UAW national—it would have been pretty much 

impossible to ignore the role of the Left in the UAW. I would have thought you 

would have had to, in some sense, come down on one side or the other by this 

time in terms of being broadly sympathetic to, I suppose, the [George F.] Addes 

Unity Group, which was strongly communist, although not entirely, and the 

Reuther wing, the right wing. Where did you fit into this? How aware were you 

of the role of the Left? 

ALLARD: Well, to me, in my thinking in those days, I wasn't that excited about 

it. [Walter] Reuther didn't have any prominence, at that point, to speak of at all. 

There was the interunion squabbling that went on, but nobody got that much 

excited about it. We were a left-wing region out here, I guess, but we never 

thought of ourselves particularly so. It was politics within the UAW, but it was 

never sharply thought of in [terms of] Right and Left at that point. 

FURMANOVSKY: Did you go to antifascist meetings? Did you go to other 

things organized, popular front-oriented type things? Spain or anything? 

ALLARD: Nothing, no, no. Nothing to that degree. I was active in the UAWA 

district auto council #5, which brought us together. We saw you [as being] 

either for the union or against it, and we considered the right wing then in local 

politics as more the company-dominated ones rather than any right-wing one. 

To us, the Left and the union was all part of the same scheme. I'm talking 

about what was in my mind in those days, and I think I was reasonably alert to 

what the circumstances were generally. 

FURMANOVSKY: And if there was red-baiting, what would your reaction be to 

that? Just another tactic? 

ALLARD: It just didn't reach me. I didn't know anyone else it reached. No one 

paid attention to it. It just wasn't-- And I'm sure this may not be what you would 

expect, but I'm just telling you that's the way it was inside that shop. You're 
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either for the union or you're against it, and what your political leanings were, 

who cared? 

FURMANOVSKY: But what about the attitude-- Let's move to around, say, 

1940. You were the recording secretary; you were delegate to the CIO council. 

In 1940 big changes were happening politically in terms of prowar, antiwar; the 

left wing being very strongly antiwar. The Nazi-Soviet pact had taken place. 

Nineteen forty is a year of great red-baiting; that's when Fitts arrested, jailed 

communists. How did you fit into that? What were your feelings personally 

about the war situation? 

ALLARD: My feeling at that point was that I was antiwar; [it was] in my system. 

I fit in very well with the leadership, generally, of the Left at that point. The one 

where I took my real shocker-- I remember comparing notes with Louis Cic-

cone, who was oftentimes identified as the Trotsky wing of the leadership in 

General Motors [Corporation]. We went to the CIO convention, I forgot now if it 

was up north or down here. This was when [Harry] Bridges spoke that there's a 

change in the works, that what happened in Europe impacted us; that [Franklin 

D.] Roosevelt said there was no way we could escape responsibility in this war, 

and that the Soviet Union is being attacked-

FURMANOVSKY: That would be 1941, then. 

ALLARD: Yeah. 

FURMANOVSKY: Right. But prior to that you would have had an exact oppo 

site position. 

ALLARD: I had just the opposite position of that. No question about it. I felt 

very keenly on it, very keenly. So when this one hit at that point, Ciccone and I 

said, "Well man, they turned the corner a little too fast on one like this, for me 

and you, didn't they? I'm going to have to ponder this one a little." Well, I think 

the only reaction I had, particularly to the Left, I thought at that point sometimes 
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they got a little over carried away in conventions with worldwide situations 

rather than what just went on here, 

FURMANOVSKY: But nevertheless, you saw them as being the most sincere 

and dedicated sort of unionists. 

ALLARD: Yeah, The other thing, i said, well, you know, I went to Yale in '44. 

My conviction at that point was that there was a preponderance of guys that 

pooh-poohed this idea of the Left being an endangerment of what we're seek 

ing to accomplish. 

FURMANOVSKY: So getting back to 1940, this prewar period, you were very 

strongly antiwar. From a personal point of view, the thought of being drafted 

must have been pretty unpleasant, although you could-

ALLARD: Never gave that much thought, I don't think. It was just that I thought 

that war was not the way to handle international disputes, and that there had to 

be a better way, and that the Left had a--their position fit right along with mine, 

so I wasn't sweating at that point at all. 

FURMANOVSKY: Why don't we move in onto that North American strike that 

took place in mid-1941. By this time you were what? In 1940-41 you were, 

what was your position? Were you the recording secretary? 

ALLARD: I was still the recording secretary in the local union, and active in the 

CIO council and active in the auto council, Auto Aerospace Council. 

FURMANOVSKY: Were you a full-time functionary, or were you-

ALLARD: No, no, no, a working person. 

FURMANOVSKY: What was your job at that time? 

ALLARD: I would have been working still on the dock, receiving I think at that 

point. I was working on the dock, in the body area, where the bodies were 

shipped already painted from Detroit. I was on a body gang that took them out 

of cars and inside. 
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FURMANOVSKY: Was the plant changed much by this time, quite a lot bigger, 

more diverse work force, or was it much the same as it had been in '36? 

ALLARD: No, the plant was still much the same. It hadn't really changed that 

much. Geographically the same; they hadn't expanded it. The system of 

production was much the same. There'd be variations from year to year, but 

essentially the same sort of thing: the assembly line for automobiles, the 

assembly line for trucks, the receiving of material, the complete assembly, the 

shipping of the cars. 

FURMANOVSKY: So you were delegate to the district council, CIO council. 

Now, what happened with that North American strike? Were you just an ob 

server or were you active? 

ALLARD: Yes, the delegates from the North American local-- I was interested 

in the organizing drive at North American, first, because that one was a nip-

and-tuck one. I was acquainted with the person that headed it up and they'd 

report in. I'd be oftentimes over at the CIO building over on Slauson and Avalon. 

I can remember so well the time of the winning of that election. It was a close, 

close election, and we were a winner in it. 

FURMANOVSKY: It was very, very tough. It was between the UAW and the 

International— 

ALLARD: IA of M, yes, International Association of Machinists. 

FURMANOVSKY: How was it that the latter did so well? Why did the 

machinists, why would they do so well that they were able to almost win this 

election? 

ALLARD: Well, the machinists very early on were assigned the aerospace 

industry by the AF of L, so they had some early goes on it. They had the big 

Boeing [Airplane Company] plant up north. That was a biggie up there, and 

even though the Seattle AF of L council hated their guts, they were organized in 
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the same structure as a CIO organization. 

FURMANOVSKY: Oh, I see. They used industrial-

ALLARD: Yeah, the industrial organization, no question about it. They were 

moving down here and they sent staff in from that plant up there. They were 

pushing in Douglas, in Northrop [Corporation], in North American. So all of 

these things were at a very critical stage then: Who would have the aerospace 

industry? 

FURMANOVSKY: North American was pretty bad-

ALLARD: We had just won an election in San Diego a little earlier than that 

down at Ryan [Aircraft]. So this one was-- The way she went at North American 

could very well impact the direction of things. So we won that one. 

FURMANOVSKY: This took place just after the Allis-Chalmers [Corporation] 

strike. 

ALLARD: Well, the Allis-Chalmers strike was going somewhere about that 

same time. Once we won that election, then, following that was the question of 

producing results for those people. That then became the big test. You had the 

auto workers, which were paid substantially more than aerospace at that point. 

The basic wage at that point in aerospace was fifty cents an hour. 

FURMANOVSKY: Fifty cents, right? Compared to your, what was it, about 

seventy-five, eighty? 

ALLARD: What's that? 

FURMANOVSKY: Whereas in your plant it was about eighty cents? 

ALLARD: It would have been at that point between eighty-five cents and a 

dollar. It might have been closer to a dollar then. I've got it recorded; I could 

check back and find out. But it was close to a dollar an hour. 

FURMANOVSKY: So it was really very poorly paid. 

ALLARD: Again, there were a lot of young workers. You've got to keep in mind 
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also, this was the great turnaround in the political behavior within the nation 

because that impacted on circumstances at that time. 

FURMANOVSKY: Now, what was the role then of Wyndham Mortimer in this? 

ALLARD: Wyndham-- The organization of North American was coordinated by 

Mitch [Lew Michener] and Mort [Wyndham Mortimer]. They had a staff guy; I'm 

trying to think who's the name. I remember it's Bill. I know his name, but can't 

think of it. 

FURMANOVSKY: There was an Elmer Freitag. 

ALLARD: No, you're talking about leadership that's elected there after that. 

This was a fellow Bill that wasn't all that impressive, but he worked hard day 

and night. 

In any event, they won the election, then they chose their leadership, and 

then they went into negotiations. And in the negotiations, there was no question 

about it that the national organization of the UAW, under Frankensteen at that 

point, helped in the coining of the 75 and 10, which was seventy-five cents an 

hour minimum rate and at least ten cents an hour for every person. And around 

that they built a campaign to build a union. They signed them up and they were 

bringing them in. There wasn't any question about that. The organization was 

really coming on strong. Elmer Freitag and [Walter] Wiitnan and-

FURMANOVSKY: [K. M.] Simpson? 

ALLARD: Simpson, yeah. There were some of them who were leaders at that 

point; extremely competent young men. We'd meet with them around the 

council, both the CIO council and the auto council, so you get to know them 

pretty well. They were keeping us advised on what was going on in the nego 

tiations there. The strike vote was taken and the international encouraged the 

taking of the strike vote, and there was every indication that she was moving 

toward a strike. Then the government set up at that point an organization--
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FURMANOVSKY: National Defense Mediation Board. 

ALLARD: National Defense Mediation Board-that was to handle the disputes 

like this. Well, they were at an impasse, so the representatives of the 

committee--there were several of them--and Michener went through to 

Washington where they were to meet Frankensteen and see if they couldn't 

resolve the dispute. They were there for some period of time, and apparently 

Frankensteen didn't even show. [There was] some question as to just why. 

Frankensteen was somewhat of a playboy at heart; he had a lot of interest in 

what was going to Broadway in New York, and he had a lot of interests other 

than just the UAW. So there was then a communication between those in 

Washington and those here, and the determination was--probably jointly, but I 

wouldn't know. In any event, while they were there, the strike was called here, 

and down she came. They immediately came back from Washington to lead 

the strike. 

FURMANOVSKY: There was a lot of rampaging in that by this point? 

ALLARD: No, not-

FURMANOVSKY: What do you remember? 

ALLARD: Yeah, let me tell you as I know it, because there really wasn't all that 

much, to the best of my knowledge, at that point. It was just a difficult strike. At 

that point was when Frankensteen and [R. J.] Thomas and [Philip] Murray met 

with Roosevelt. And Roosevelt says, "We can't tolerate that. The nation won't 

allow it. Those guys [have] got to get back in that plant." So at that point 

Frankensteen, who had color and leadership, was sent out here to put them 

back in. 

FURMANOVSKY: What was the reaction to him? 

ALLARD: The reaction was-- He went on the air when he came out here first, 

and then he went out to address the workers. And there's where the baiting 
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really flowed. For the first time, a person of my level-

FURMANOVSKY: Where were you at this point? Were you at that region 

when he came? 

ALLARD: When he was out here in the beanfield, I was there. 

FURMANOVSKY: You were there. 

ALLARD: Yes. 

FURMANOVSKY: At the plant? 

ALLARD: Just outside the plant there was a big beanfield. They pulled a truck 

there, had a truck bed set up with sound. Michener didn't do much one way or 

another on the thing except to introduce Frankensteen. Frankensteen came to 

tell the people his instructions and what had to be done, and that they had to 

get back into the plant. When he came out here, he knew he was in trouble on 

this one; he knew he was in trouble on this one. So at that point, when he had 

that address-- I used to have that on tape around here. It was when the baiting 

really started, so you felt it here as it related to the strike situation, around 

Michener and Mortimer. 

FURMANOVSKY: Who was baiting who? 

ALLARD: Frankensteen-- The leadership, Mortimer and Michener, they were 

hanging tough, you see, with the local, which was on strike. The Disney 

[Studios] strike was on at the same time. So they'd gone over to the studio, or 

the Disney workers had come this way. I don't know how they got them, but 

they had a whole bunch of signs painted up, most of which was, 

"Frankensteen's a Rat." And man, I'll tell you that rat looked ratty. They had 

those put all through that crowd. There were not only the North American 

workers there, which was a big plant at that point, but everybody interested in 

the CIO was out there to hear what Frankensteen had to say. Because of that 

kind of smell, that kind of taste, you want to be there. So Frankensteen tried 
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several times to speak to them, and they just booed him down every time he'd 

start to say about the direction they had to go. He saw he couldn't make it, so 

he just gave up and went home, went back to Washington. The strike went on. 

When he went back to report to Thomas and Murray, they in turn talked to 

Roosevelt. Roosevelt had told them, I'm sure, before he ever came out here 

that he had to put them back or he'd put them back. 

FURMANOVSKY: Meaning troops? 

ALLARD: The troops. And indeed, that's exactly what he did. I was over 

around that CIO building-- This strike was tough. They had thrown the police 

department, fire department, everything, to try to break that strike there. These 

workers had picked up these tear gas bombs and things like that, threw it right 

back at them. They were solid. They were tight. No question about that. It 

was galvanized around that 75 and 10. That's what they were after. I was over 

there and saw these guys come in with their hands bandaged and burned and 

things like that. I knew about the strike situation out there generally. I wasn't 

on the picket line when they moved the troops in, but they just came in with 

fixed bayonets and that was that. And Roosevelt, being an effective leader, not 

only put those people back in that plant, but they also took over the manage 

ment of the plant. They ran the show. Old Colonel Bradshaw moved right in 

there. He was the big man. 

FURMANOVSKY: And they shortly thereafter got a raise then, they got their 

money. 

ALLARD: Yes. Well, what happened after that was [that] they fired the entire 

executive board of the local. They fired Mort, [but] they couldn't fire Mitch 

because he was an elected director. To me, the really sad thing about it was 

that all that leadership group of young men never could get back in that plant, 

never did. 
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FURMANOVSKY: You mean the leadership of the local North American-

ALLARD: Of the plant, yeah. They were extraordinarily capable guys, and they 

weren't any more communist oriented than the man in the moon. They were 

just young, smart, aggressive guys leading those aircraft workers for 75 and 10. 

Elmer said one time that he was pissed off generally the way things were going 

within the nation, and when he registered to vote, they had choices on there, 

and one of them was communist, and he checked that one. But as far as being 

in any organized-put together around any communist thrust, none of those 

guys were. There wasn't- None of them were! To me, that was one of the 

really sad chapters in our history, what happened to those men. 

FURMANOVSKY: If they had been, would it have made any difference to you? 

ALLARD: Well, I don't suppose so, but I never thought of it until now, because I 

knew them, you know. I just knew them as guys, mostly like I was, that be 

lieved in what they were doing, and for the best of reasons. 

FURMANOVSKY: So what was the effect on you from this really, very profound 

event, in terms o f -

ALLARD: Well, I was on the side of these guys, there was no question about 

that. I was on the side of Mitch, who hung in there with them generally. I 

looked at Frankensteen as I had before, that he did what he was told to do. I 

even understood about the changing circumstances in the world situation, 

where Roosevelt was coming from. So what the guys were going after, they 

got. They gave them-- Roosevelt, again through the board, says, "Here, you 

want 75 and 10? Here it is. You want union security? Here it is." And so even 

then, you see, to rebuild the union following that time was a real struggle be 

cause the guts of it had been destroyed. 

FURMANOVSKY: So they didn't let the leadership of that union back into the 

plant? 
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ALLARD: Never. From that point on. 

FURMANOVSKY: Very shortly after that strike, Germany invaded the Soviet 

Union and suddenly you've got a reversal of the leftist position. But what did 

this tell you, this event, in terms of a union? What did this make you think about 

people like Philip Murray and these other top bureaucratic leadership? Were 

you sort of alienated? 

ALLARD: No, I didn't at that point feel that way about Phil. He was known by 

me and by everybody as being the great center. That is, primarily a trade 

unionist, pro-Catholic trade unionist, and that he didn't want the Left to run the 

union. But the Left is part of the union, is the way you generally think of it. And 

this one, of course, [you] felt very keenly about what side you took as related to 

the-- And I considered Frankensteen the same as I did before: His irrespon 

sibility put him in bad stead. To come down here and sit down with these guys 

and carefully go through where we're coming from and why. To fly in, you 

know, and suddenly arrive here and make a big public announcement over the 

radio at that point, and then call the big mass meeting and go out and tell them 

what to do the next morning after he had let them down in Washington when he 

had them back there. I like Frankensteen. He's a Chrysler guy, come out of 

Dodge. He's a football player, University of Michigan; big frame, good-looking, 

a lot of leadership. But also he had a weakness. I never thought or considered 

him at that point necessarily Right or Left; it was just that he-- Very badly 

handled, very badly handled. People were sacrificed that never should have 

been. 

FURMANOVSKY: But it wasn't so disillusioning as to make you give up on the 

established leadership? 

ALLARD: No, I certainly didn't at that point. I thought that Mitch had been dealt 

a bad run. That comes into the politics of the UAW, which I was around the 
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edges of somewhat, following this. [Jack] Montgomery became the director of 

the region here. I didn't know Monty until that time. He was from 76, a local 

union in Northern California. He came down and met with the leadership down 

here and said that there's so much heat on Michener, and he says, "Mitch is a 

Lefty and so am I, but what we need to do now is to shift a bit here. I'm going to 

run for director and he's going to step aside until this one blows over. And then 

I step back aside and he goes right in. I'm just a caretaker for the time." So 

that was indeed what did happen. Montgomery was elected as the regional 

director, but he was every bit as much a Lefty as Mitch; if anything, more so. 

Michener then was on the, still on staff. It wasn't very long after that, during 

Monty's administration, Montgomery's administration, that I came on staff for 

the first time. That was in '42. 

FURMANOVSKY: As what? 

ALLARD: I came onto the-- Automobile production had been shut down across 

the nation. They were putting together a national structure in the UAW to get 

work for displaced autoworkers and to get work into the automobile plants. 

There were two selected from California. One from the northern part of the 

state, Bob [Robert] Minerich, and myself. We were taken into Detroit for some 

instructions on how best to work at the job, and we were sent back to our 

localities. We met there with others from other parts of the nation and came 

back here to get that work done. 

FURMANOVSKY: What was your personal experience during the Pearl Harbor 

period? Where were you and what were your feelings when that happened? 

What were your feelings about war and what was going to happen now? 

ALLARD: Everyone remembers exactly where he was at the time of Pearl 

Harbor, same as he does the time of Roosevelt's death or [John F.] Kennedy's 

death. I couldn't believe it when I heard it. I was doing a little family work down 
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in Mother's yard, and t just couldn't believe it. But once it occurred, it probably 

confirmed even more the thought that Roosevelt was likely correct. There was 

no way that we could escape responsibility in the world situation. It galvanized 

the nation at that point, just almost immediately: Let's go! 

FURMANOVSKY: There was a hysteria in Los Angeles at that time for about a 

week, fear of raids, bombing raids, by the Japanese. 

ALLARD: Yes, and then for quite some time after that. I was here when some 

of our staff guys were over in Downey-the [Consolidated] Vultee [Aircraft 

Corporation] plant was right there then--and they were all surrounded with 

these antiaircraft guns. They had these big searchlights going up in the sky and 

everything was blacked out. They were over there in a little bar and suddenly 

those antiaircraft guns began to just, one after another, shoot into the air. You 

didn't know whether-- You thought that more likely the bomb's coming down 

rather than--They were in a little bar over there in Downey, and they ran out 

into the street and crawled under an automobile, they were so frightened with it. 

I was working one time with the North American stewards on the late shift at 

North American early in the morning, probably two or three o'clock in the morn 

ing, and the word came in by radio that these Jap subs were just off the coast 

lobbing shells near the oil wells near Santa Barbara. Now, I don't really know 

whether they ever came in, but the story was certainly out at that point. So to 

say that there wasn't a squeamishness would be- - Of course there was. 

You asked, I think, one other time when we were talking whether the direc-

tion of getting out production at that point was meaningful to me. Indeed it was, 

because the war was on. The alternative to winning the war was losing it. So 

the push on getting max production in the implements of war became very real 

to me. I worked energetically, in leadership areas, to develop the best level of 
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production and to figure out the best methods of production. 

FURMANOVSKY: Well, the reason I asked that question was [because] for two 

years almost, 1939, '40, '41, the people who you were associating with (I'm 

talking about the Left), those who were more ideologically oriented had been 

talking about this as being an imperialist war; America should keep out; that 

Roosevelt was trying to get them into the war. Even, you know, the songs of 

that period, Woody Guthrie songs, about how Roosevelt was trying to get us 

into the war. This was going on for a full two years. You were in with these 

people. 

ALLARD: That's right. I believed in them. 

FURMANOVSKY: You believed in that. And then suddenly they reverse their 

position--

ALLARD: I had trouble with it until after Pearl Harbor. 

FURMANOVSKY: You had trouble with the reversal until after Pearl Harbor. 

ALLARD: Yeah. 

FURMANOVSKY: But what did you think of their-- After all, when the Nazi-

Soviet pact was signed, a lot of the coalitions that had been built, these sort of 

antifascist kind of coalitions that had been built-- After all, at this time the CIO 

would regularly give money to the American Legion, War on Fascism, and other 

organizations. Suddenly that came to an end at the Nazi-Soviet pact. Some of 

the coalitions that had been built up in the city came to an end. A lot of liberals 

defected from that coalition, the popular front coalition. That didn't affect you? 

ALLARD: It didn't get to me, apparently, that much, because it doesn't register 

in my system that way now as I think back on it. 

FURMANOVSKY: That's interesting, because people tend to think of that 

Nazi-Soviet pact as being a turning point, but many people one talks to, they 

don't have a strong memory of it. They don't see that change as taking place 
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so rapidly, whereas the change when the Soviet Union was invaded, that 

sudden shift you do remember as being sudden. 

ALLARD: Yeah, 

FURMANOVSKY:Well, next time we'll talk about your work in the switching 

over to more production. 
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TAPE NUMBER: III, SIDE ONE 

MAY 6, 1986 

FURMANOVSKY: Last time we talked about the North American Aviation 

[Company] strike in Inglewood, and I wanted to discuss now the immediate 

outcome of it and then your own activities in that period, '41, '42. What would 

you say was the outcome of that strike in terms of the region? What happened 

locally? 

ALLARD: Well, a negotiating committee was appointed by [Richard] 

Frankensteen immediately following the strike. The strike settlement came that 

included the 75 and 10, which was the big strike issue. The 75 [cents per 

hour] minimum was established, and there was also established for the first 

time in the aerospace industry a maintenance of membership in the union 

security clause. But the leadership of the union never did get back into the local 

or into the plant, so it was almost like rebuilding the union all over again inside 

North American. It also had repercussions on political behavior, because 

[Lewis] Michener and [Wyndham] Mortimer held tough with the leadership of the 

local union at that point. Mortimer never did get back on the payroll. Michener 

did not run for director the next round because of the national pressure that was 

on him at that point. There was an agreement worked out that someone else 

would run on the West Coast, and the person chosen, Jack Montgomery, 

another Leftist, had come out of the Oakland General Motors [Corporation] 

structure up there. He was the director then; was elected director in the 1941 

convention and replaced again by Michener in the 1942 convention. So the 

impact was felt in the political behavior here on the West Coast. When 

Montgomery took over as director, he took over as a very warm and personal 
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friend of Michener's. However, like so many others, he enjoyed the prestige of 

being director and consequently made a struggle the following year to be 

reelected, but Michener had the strength in the region and was reelected again 

in 1942. 

FURMANOVSKY: By which time things had changed politically. It was very 

much [an] everything-for-victory situation. 

ALLARD: Yes. That, you see, follows Pearl Harbor. The whole of the nation 

united then in support of the war effort, and the policy of the union and the 

policy of the Left was total support of the war effort for pretty obvious reasons. 

FURMANOVSKY: Now, where do you fit into this? In 1942--

ALLARD: In 1942, because of the war the automobile industry was closed 

down. The UAW [United Automobile Workers] was looking for some young 

men to give leadership in two areas: One was for the people displaced out of 

the automobile industry, to get them employment in other industry, war industry 

primarily, and also to see what war industry could be moved into the automobile 

plants. So I in the south and Bob [Robert] Minerich in the north were selected, 

and we went back east by train to Detroit for some briefing by Roy Reuther and 

Victor Reuther on what was expected of us then. I came back from that and 

worked in getting war work into the auto plants on the West Coast and getting 

our people employed. The spots where I got them employed most were in the 

shipyard industry and in the aircraft industry. We also got war industry; we got 

aircraft work in Chrysler [Corporation], aircraft work in Studebaker. In the 

General Motors plant we got trucks--no, tanks. In the Ford [Motor Company] 

plant we got trucks, and also up north we got truck work in the plant up there. 

FURMANOVSKY: This conversion to wartime production, you say i t - - What 

industry was shut down? What did that actually mean logistically? It must have 

been months and months before all of the machinery and all of the conversion 
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could take place. What was it actually like to close everything down for several 

months? 

ALLARD: That's exactly what happened. They were just turned loose, the 

workers were. At that point, there was little unemployment insurance, very low 

at that point, and no long-term assurances that we afterwards put into the 

contract. So it was critical for these fellows to get work. I knew what their 

talents were, and by consulting with management and labor representatives 

from other industry, I knew who could be moved across where. It was a strug 

gle to get these guys into shipbuilding. I knew they could do it if I could get 

them in there, but it was-- There was still a considerable amount of unemploy 

ment in those early years. So it was a competitive thing, getting them in there 

and getting them going. Also, the rates in aircraft were cheaper than in auto. 

Our guys weren't too anxious to go into aircraft, and they [in aircraft] weren't too 

anxious to have them. Because they weren't ail that satisfied with them, the 

aircraft, at that point. You have to recognize that at that point the aircraft indus 

try was just expanding out in an unbelievable fashion. The same way with 

shipyards, the flow of manpower into the hiring was just astronomical. So the 

question was to get our guys in there. 

And the question then was that the auto managements were caught in this 

one. There were certain big contracts that they had, but how do they fit into it 

here on the West Coast, you see. They said, "These plants are geared for 

automobile production. We'll just have to leave them there until after the war." 

So the punch was to get them converted into other lines of work. That one was 

quite a struggle, too. I remember [Harry S.] Truman at that point was out here 

on the coast. The first time I saw him, he was on a special senate committee at 

that point to see if war production was getting in motion. General Motors had a 

contract to build tanks. Well, to build tanks there's a lot of welding to do, and 
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early on they got machines into the plant. Part of the struggle was to get our 

guys trained to weld so that when they got into production, they could fit the job. 

It was the Truman committee that ordered General Motors at that point to use 

the machines in there to train their own employees to weld so that as the work 

moved in there they could use these people, it was a major victory at that point 

to get our guys trained. 

FURMANOVSKY: And the actual physical conversion of the plants must have 

taken--

ALLARD: Several months. 

FURMANOVSKY: Several months and very technical-- I mean, a relatively 

small number of very highly skilled people or engineers were doing that? 

ALLARD: Well, it really wasn't that much here because they were-- For ex 

ample, the trucks were comparable to the production of automobiles, but tanks--

It was the question there, a great deal of welding in the construction of the tank 

as well as other assembly. They got a bunch of them trained in welding, and 

that one didn't require that much of a change. We were of the opinion that we 

could build aircraft subassemblies on a moving line much the way we did 

automobile, and demonstrated, really, that we could once we got the opportu 

nity to do so. So it was primarily getting some of the administrative people out 

of Chrysler and Studebaker into the aircraft plants for a little training there as to 

the subassembly, and then just move that whole subassembly right into the 

automobile plant and move personnel in around It to get it going. So it wasn't 

nearly as difficult a task as it was earlier made out to be. The struggle was that 

these aircraft companies wanted to hold it all if they could, and the auto compa 

nies weren't all that sure that they could handle a different type of production. 

So to get rethinking was part of the struggle. 

And during that time, I also was assigned to work in the rebuilding of the 
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North American local union. I spent an awful lot of time in that local union on 

each of the shifts trying to rebuild the structure within the plant. It was an 

extremely discouraging sort of operation. It wasn't something that went to 

gether quickly and easily. In fact, it took years. 

FURMANOVSKY: What was it like? I mean, was there tremendous resent 

ment or just disillusionment? 

ALLARD: Well, disillusionment, I think, more than anything else; a feeling that 

what was handed down was handed down from on high, that it wasn't an 

accomplishment really of the union. And with the great expansion going on at 

that point, the big thing was to organize the workers back into the union. The 

war was on; the 75 and 10 was there; what did the union really have to offer? It 

was just terribly difficult to reorganize. 

FURMANOVSKY: That will get us onto a theme which we can explore, which 

is, as you say, the union has less clout or less to offer workers in a situation 

where so many decisions are made by the National Defense Mediation Board 

or on high, so to speak, or top union officials. We should bear that in mind 

when we come to it. Now, what was your actual official position, and where 

were you based out of? 

ALLARD: I was on the staff on a modified basis. It was not quite the same staff 

pay as the regular servicing guy had at that point, because this was a special 

ized sort of operation. I was based out of the regional office in Los Angeles and 

worked just in the Southern California area. 

FURMANOVSKY: So on a day-to-day level your job consisted of visiting locals, 

calling up people, calling companies, trying to get people placed? 

ALLARD: Right. That says it. They'd come right to the office there, and I'd 

give them referral slips. Then I was appointed from there into different 

governmental structures. When the War Labor Board was set up, they estab-
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fished a structure on the West Coast, the West Coast Aircraft Committee, that 

had representatives from the UAW, representatives from the machinists union 

[international Association of Machinists], and representatives from the com 

pany, and then tripartite representatives for the public. They handled problems 

of classification, pay structure, grievances. It would move out of the--as high as 

you could get on the plant level and then move into this tripartite structure for a 

final determination. There was also the problem that developed of people 

jumping or moving too rapidly from one spot to another looking for the brightest 

spot. So they put together at that point the governmental War Manpower 

Commission in which there were representatives from management and labor 

and public. People [who] moved would have to be certified by this, otherwise 

they had to stay on their own job or else be subject to draft. I worked as a UAW 

representative on the War Manpower Commission and also on this arm of the 

War Labor Board that handled problems of the aerospace industry. That took 

them often into the plants along with other trade union guys and management 

people. They did [their jobs] right on the job areas to inspect conditions in jobs 

and talk to people and that sort of thing. 

FURMANOVSKY: Do you feel that labor, or you as a representative, had much 

clout on the War Manpower compared with management and others? Because 

most people that have written about it say that despite lip service to labor, it was 

very much--labor was given the short end of the stick in terms of making deci 

sions about these things. But the war effort meant that management suddenly-

After all, you know, prior to the war, management in industry sort of had a bad 

reputation growing out of the Depression. And then suddenly, the prestige that 

management and big business get because they are the ones that were re 

sponsible for the war production. [Franklin D.] Roosevelt backtracks a little bit. 

In fact, I think you see a general greater conservatism. 
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ALLARD: Yes, I think you see this in organizing after the North American 

settlement. The organization, immediately following that, of the unions will 

demonstrate that, I think, most clearly. It was difficult at that point to organize. I 

was also working with that some in those days. Right after Pearl Harbor they 

put these balloons up and camouflaged all of the plants in this area, places like 

the Santa Monica Douglas [Aircraft Company plant] where they were building 

aircraft; the same way in Long Beach. They had troops there at all entrances, 

armed. And labor at that point was pictured as standing in the way of getting 

everything accomplished that needed to be in support. So those were difficult 

days. Obviously, the managerial structure had a great deal more clout than did 

the trade union movement at that time. You felt it also in their control of the 

classification wage structure in aerospace. Even with the 75 and 10, there was 

such a spread-out of the length of the progression of wages and such a diver 

sity of classifications that these were used as tools for holding down the pay. It 

was a constant struggle--an uphill grind. I know. I was there. I was part of it. 

We did the best we could under difficult circumstances. 

Our position was very clear, and we were noisy about it, that we supported 

the building and supported, at that time within the plants themselves, joint 

management-labor committees to enhance production. Because indeed it was 

important to the whole nation at that point to win the war, and critical to that was 

the production of those tools that were required by the war effort. 

FURMANOVSKY: What about the disruption caused to industry by the influx? 

First of all, just the disruption in conversion, but then the disruption to the unions 

caused by the influx of people from the Southwest and, you know, people 

flocking to the aircraft industries. For instance, in Detroit you have enormous 

numbers of Southern whites coming to work. You get a lot of racial conflict. 

Was there a parallel thing here? 
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ALLARD: Yes, there was a considerable amount of that that came here. The 

Midwesterners, many of them, moved this direction. Also, you take our local 

plant there at Chrysler, [it] always had been strictly a white male work force. 

The executive order came down from the president saying there would be no 

discrimination, and in come the blacks, including women. This was an entirely 

new experience, and it caused a little bit of concern and some friction. But 

again, I think it was the faith in the movement that gave a great deal of support 

and meaning to this, but it wasn't ail that simple either, because people were 

impacted by their experience in the past. You found, I think, even greater "buck 

back" [resistance to hiring blacks and women] on the part of management 

people. [Dutch] Kindleberger, the old man there at North American, had fought 

hard against any blacks coming in, had fought hard against women. They 

accepted the principle [of] the kind of work force they had at the time of the 

strike, which was young, white, and male, and to depart from that took some 

doing. The trade unions certainly were a positive factor, but it didn't all occur 

without problems. 

FURMANOVSKY: Comparing it to, say, Detroit, where you had, you know, all 

kinds of wildcats, often to do with questions of bringing in blacks, and you had 

the race riot of 1943. I mean, we always look at Detroit when we talk about 

racial conflicts and World War II. But what about out here? 

ALLARD: There was not the intensity of that, that I experienced. 

FURMANOVSKY: But what about the overcrowding? Was there overcrowd 

ing? I mean, Los Angeles really went through an explosive growth, didn't it, in 

1942, '43. Sort of the whole character of the city changes. It became one of 

the main centers for industrial war production. 

ALLARD: Yes. 

FURMANOVSKY: You think of what Los Angeles was like in 1936 when you 
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came here, and what it was like in 1942, '43. 

ALLARD: Great change, great change in employment in the two big industries, 

shipbuilding and aerospace. I was right in the middle of it working to, well, 

working in several areas: In the political- I felt the political thrusts around it 

because I was working in the administration within these government structures 

and within the union itself. But we didn't have, to my knowledge, the racial 

thrust in the same fashion you had it in Detroit. Where in Detroit you have them 

coming primarily from Appalachia up into Detroit, ours were Midwestern farm 

people, Oklahoma and Kansas and through the dust areas. 

FURMANOVSKY: Looking at the political situation and looking at the question 

of incentive pay, which was one of the big controversies of 1943--I guess, 

maybe by this time you had left the area, but can you talk about it in general 

terms? You have the left-wing group now being the most gung ho, shall we 

say, about the war effort, and at one point supporting the question of an incen 

tive pay scheme which people were criticizing as being a speedup. Do you 

remember anything about that? 

ALLARD: Well, I remember it as being primarily a push by the Left at that point 

that never did really take hold. It didn't ring right. Now, what did take hold, also 

part of the Left one, were the joint committees within the plants to handle 

bottlenecks and figure out better methods of production. But the incentive pay 

one never did really grab in the major industries. 

FURMANOVSKY: There was some resentment about pushing the incentive 

pay? 

ALLARD: Yeah. 

FURMANOVSKY: I mean, that's one of the things that [Walter] Reuther-- After 

the war he claimed to be more against it than the Left. 

ALLARD: I would think that that was probably true. That was probably true. 
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That would be accurate, I think. 

FURMANOVSKY: What about your local, then? What were they building? 

What was the Chrysler plant— 

ALLARD: The Chrysler plant was down for a while. Then when it did go back 

to work, it worked on aircraft subassemblies. Tracing myself a little further 

now-- in 1944 I went to Yale [University] for six months, and then I came back 

and worked in some of the areas I've talked about now, in organizing at 

Douglas, particularly the Santa Monica plant. It was then we had the big push 

on the organizing of aircraft because the next big one in line was Douglas. We 

won an election in Douglas Vernon, which was a tooling plant. This was in 

1944. Shortly after that we won the Douglas plant in Long Beach, which cov 

ered twenty-some thousand people. We won that one. 

FURMANOVSKY: in other words, you won a contract for the UAW? 

ALLARD: Yes, we won the election first. It was sponsored by the labor board. 

Then we won a big Douglas plant in Chicago. Then came the home plant, 

where the union had been fought with the greatest intensity [because it] was the 

home ground of Donald Douglas himself. It was at that time that we had the 

1944 convention of the UAW in which they did not elect a regional director on 

the West Coast. Michener had the votes, but by convention action they didn't 

elect a regional director and they put it under administration. 

FURMANOVSKY: Why was that? 

ALLARD: Because he was so-called Left. They debated heavily at that point. 

FURMANOVSKY: Who was responsible for that? I mean, what was the posi 

tion of [R. J.] Thomas and [George] Addes on that? 

ALLARD: Well, I couldn't tell you entirely. I can tell you where I fit into it be 

cause this was what I know about it. I was a pretty popular guy about that time 

within the UAW because I had been working in aerospace and we'd been 
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successful in getting the things done that I worked at, and we were being 

successful in organizing, and things were on the move. Michener had some 

personal weaknesses, and I knew of them. He had a problem of whiskey. 

Normally it didn't affect him, but under extreme pressure, then he would overim-

bibe and then he'd have to get back a little bit and clear out and then come 

back again. That was giving him some problem. A lot of people thought I ought 

to be running for director in 1944. I gave him a letter over my signature to take 

with him, and I didn't go to the convention. The reason I didn't go [was that] I 

didn't want any division there at all because things were moving and I wanted to 

keep them moving. I supported Michener with every energy, and I thought that 

was the direction for the union to go. When we got back there this Left thing, 

the divisive aspects of it, were there. 

FURMANOVSKY: This is divisive between those forces that supported Walter 

Reuther and those supporting Thomas and Addes? 

ALLARD: Yes, that says it. There was a Frankensteen [faction] that was 

flowing back and forth on these, and there was also a [Richard] Leonard [fac 

tion] flowing back and forth. The only person who held a consistent progressive 

role, as I viewed it, was George Addes, who never varied from it. So the con 

vention took the action that they would not elect a director on the West Coast 

because the contention was that Michener was unduly impacted [by], if not a 

member of, the Communist Party. So they then appointed an administration, a 

three-man administration, to run the region here. [Cyril] O'Halloran, [Donald] 

Garriga, and myself, Allard, were the three. I was known as an Addes guy on it, 

and I would say the other officers would have supported O'Halloran, including 

Reuther at that point, because they were a little jumpy on this one. 

FURMANOVSKY: The other two would have supported Reuther, do you say? 

ALLARD: I say Reuther and the other two leaders at that point, Frankensteen 
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arid Thomas, their support would have been behind O'Halloran at a point like 

that. So that became, really, the official policy, without being said so, of the 

international executive board. So it was actually a three-man committee in 

which I was a minority. They set an election for regional director later that year; 

we had a full-blown race for the directorship in 1944, culminating in an election 

in December of 1944. But in October of 1944, we had the Douglas Santa 

Monica plant ready for an election, and the leadership of the Santa Monica local 

there was left-wing. 

FURMANOVSKY: Going back to the days of the sit-down strike? 

ALLARD: No, I don't think so; these would be later-comers. The person who 

headed it up was a young man who was a businessman and true Lefty, out of 

Pennsylvania. There's two brothers of them. Titleman is their name; Lenny 

Titleman was the president. There was a Left thrust. There were a couple of 

gals that were sent out here from Detroit by Frankensteen, one of which was 

very obviously Leftist, Edith Van Home, who subsequently became a staff 

member of the UAW, but at that time was identified Left coming out of the 

Dodge local in Detroit. They were hired in at Douglas here, and it was a left-

wing leadership. That's what it took to organize in those days. You had to have 

the Left, you know. 

FURMANOVSKY: When you say the Left, do you mean simply that they would 

have been strong supporters of Addes, or do you mean that they were very 

closely associated with the Communist Party? 

ALLARD: They were closely associated with the Communist Party. The same 

sort of leadership organized the Douglas Long Beach plant. Again, John 

Manning, who's working now with the left-wing trade union movement 

worldwide in mid-Europe. These guys were sharp; they were young; they were 

organizers by nature, and they were Left. 
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FURMANOVSKY: Would you say that in general most aircraft plants in South 

ern California were left-wing oriented? 

ALLARD: I would say the organizing thrust was left-wing oriented, because it 

takes the Left to organize. 

FURMANOVSKY: Were there any areas where that was not the case? 

ALLARD: Well, we can tell that better when I tell you about the election that 

came in December. I'll tell you more about that, and I can tell you that 

oftentimes--and this is one of the sad parts about working in the game of organiz 

ing, which I've done a lot of in my day--the Left, which is so critical in an or 

ganizing drive, oftentimes gets defeated once a local union is established. Al 

though it was strictly the Left that led the organizing drive successfully in 

Douglas Long Beach, between twenty-five and thirty thousand people, once the 

local union was established, they lost thrust because, well, that's the way it 

happens too often. 

FURMANOVSKY: You mean their sort of big purpose is over almost, or they're 

not needed anymore? 

ALLARD: Yes. Once you have the election and the union is obviously there 

and there to stay, then you can afford the luxury of dividing into chunks that are 

political. And because of a natural tendency in this nation over the years to fall 

in the direction of emotionalism around what is communist and what is Left, you 

oftentimes come to very sorry conclusions in my judgment. 

There was this quarrel after the election of Long Beach as to who were the 

real leaders of the local union there. Did the people that led the organizing, do 

they belong there anymore? It was in foment. The big thrust of the Left down 

there at that point then, along with the Left leadership in the local union that was 

not yet recognized in Santa Monica, was working toward the organization of 

that drive. Well, in the meantime, Michener was the director of the UAW and 
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was not allowed to run because of being a communist, or so influenced by 

communism, that he didn't belong with the leadership of the UAW. We were 

moving toward this election date, and I was working with that crew out there in 

organizing that. We had thousands of members before we were ever recog 

nized there. We had a steward structure. Some of the staff people at that 

point, because of this administration, figured if they won that election with the 

present leadership out there, who they figured was going to win it anyway, that 

that could impact who would be elected for director out here. They had sent out 

a bunch of guys from Detroit then right at the last minute to work this one along 

with me in Santa Monica. We were inside the plant, and the staff, particularly 

outside the plant, were red-baiting the in-plant leadership as being communist 

or travelers with the communists. 

FURMANOVSKY: Who was doing this? 

ALLARD: The staff. The staff of the UAW. 

FURMANOVSKY: But why would they be doing this if the executive board of 

the UAW and the president of the UAW was more or less allied with, or being 

supported by, the Left? 

ALLARD: Because that wasn't so, you see. The Left was generally in that 

direction, but the Left never had that much of a control. The only person who 

was really strong, as I viewed it, was George Addes, who just wouldn't tolerate 

the idea of splitting the union around this issue. 

FURMANOVSKY: What about Thomas? 

ALLARD: Thomas was a weakling. He was a compromiser originally when he 

went in. He was a likable guy, real likable guy. He loved to chew that Mail 

Pouch tobacco and spit all over the place, he loved to play poker, and he loved 

to get drunk. He was for the union. Every ounce of his body was for the union; 

no question about that. 
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FURMANOVSKY: So then who would you say was the main force or instigator 

behind the red-baiting that took place by staff members against the local leader 

ship in Douglas? Who was responsible? Who was initiating it? 

ALLARD: Well, the initiation, in my judgment, came from the Reuther thrust 

within the union. That's as I viewed it. It was not a dominant one, but Reuther, 

even before he became president of the union, had a great deal of impact. He 

was a smart organizer politically. He saw this as a way of moving upward, 

particularly within the union. I think he'd been burned by the Left a time or two, 

and that probably impacted as well. In any event, that's where it emanated 

from. But the other strength which held back against that was also frightened 

by it somewhat, so as I say, the others there didn't hold in the same fashion. 

So they were certainly a part of [it], and the person that they wanted elected out 

here, the board as a whole, was not me, but was O'Halloran. So if that was to 

be accomplished, then they couldn't allow the leadership in the big local union 

in Douglas Santa Monica to be Left because that would swing toward Allard. It 

was carried on with such rancor that we didn't quite win the election the first 

round in the three-way run. 

FURMANOVSKY: Three-way run against who, again? 

ALLARD: The machinists, the UAW, and the company. That was the time of 

the Wagner Act, and [under] the Wagner Act, if the unions won a majority 

together, then the company was never on the ballot after that. Then the two 

highest unions would runoff. So we fell in above 40 percent, but under 50 

percent, of the vote. The machinists [were] down around 15 percent, as I 

remember. It then went for a runoff between the machinists and the UAW. At 

that point, Frankensteen and the Detroit people--Frankensteen was the head of 

the aircraft department at that point and actually directing the staff that was sent 

out here from Detroit--felt that with this kind of a margin, all we had to do was 
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get a quick election and the UAW would win it because we had so much more 

than the machinists going toward it. It was my feeling, and the feeling of some 

of us here, that what we wanted at this point was a delay in the runoff. Because 

if we left it where it was, the more conservative machinists, along with the 

company vote (those who voted for neither union) would block together and we 

would be defeated. But all we could do, once they made that decision in Detroit 

to go for a quick runoff election, was to go. We gave it everything we had, and I 

didn't know whether we were going to make it or not. We didn't. And I say that 

was the saddest single experience that I ever had in my lifetime as a trade 

unionist, because if that one would have moved, that would have brought the 

whole Douglas [Company] in solid along with North American. We were on the 

move then to really bring the whole aircraft industry into the UAW in the same 

fashion that we had the automobile industry, but when they beat us there, that 

then stopped the organization of aircraft as far as the UAW was concerned. 

We've never been able to regroup to the point where we've moved on through. 

FURMANOVSKY: That's amazing. 
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MAY 6, 1986 

FURMANOVSKY: So in the question of the Santa Monica Douglas election, 

you actually lost outright, did you, to the machinists? 

ALLARD: We lost outright to the machinists. 

FURMANOVSKY: And how would you explain that? 

ALLARD: We lost it in one fashion only, and that was the division within our 

own ranks of the communist influence in the UAW. The fact that [Lewis] 

Michener was set aside, who had been directing the earlier aspects of this 

drive, and the believing of staff that they had this one won. They started baiting 

heavily the leadership of the local inside the plant, particularly around Lenny 

Titleman, and that caused the defeat. At the same time that this was going on, 

Harry Bridges was the CIO director on the West Coast, and Slim [Philip M.] 

Connelly and Bridges were giving every support they knew how in that plant. I 

was the on-grounds guy that would be representing, I suppose, the Left at that 

point and giving direction to the election. I remember at the Santa Monica plant 

a tremendous expanse at that point. That was right at the height of the war 

period, and all gates emptied right out onto a main street that had been put out 

of existence as far as automobile travel was concerned. In order to show the 

strength of the CIO, at every major gate which employees went in and out of at 

that plant we had a show going on when they [went] on ship and came off that 

day of the election. We had a band; we had dancing in the street--

FURMANOVSKY: We, the UAW? 

ALLARD: We did it through other unions. For example, the [American] News 

paper Guild. Connelly, of course, was very instrumental in that. Had a 
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guitarist--I forget which one it was--leading labor songs. The big CIO ship 

builders union had one gate and they had a full band out there. The whole 

trade union movement, the Left, was thrown behind this drive because this was 

a biggie, you know. We're talking about thousands of people, thousands of 

people. And as I say, we had won in Vernon; we'd won in Long Beach; we'd 

won in Chicago; this was the home base. And if we get this one, we've got 

Douglas. We'd already negotiated in a fashion that it was just assumed we 

were going to get this plant. Everyone thought we were. And that's how come 

they thought that they could afford this knocking out of, condemning, the leader 

ship as being Left. 

FURMANOVSKY: So basically, in Southern California, or Los Angeles County, 

the CIO was basically Left, was Left oriented. Did the Reuthers have much 

base here at all? 

ALLARD: [Walter] Reuther wasn't that pronounced at that time. He was still a 

fledgling trying to come on. So it wasn't just there. The fight went on more 

within the Philip Murray, the Catholic, thrust. 

FURMANOVSKY: So what I'm trying to say is, what was the kind of thinking of 

somebody like O'Halloran, who you worked with? Who were these ordinary 

UAW people who were opposed to--who were red-baiting or who were against 

the Left in one form or another? What was their thinking? What was the think 

ing of the ordinary worker in Douglas who voted for the machinists? I'm trying 

to get into the heads of the non-left-wing people. 

ALLARD: O'Halloran came out of the General Motors [Corporation] local union 

in South Gate. He was a Homer Martin supporter in the early days. He fought 

the UAW coming into the CIO. He was Irish, Catholic background, a very jovial 

sort of guy--a guy who fit like a hand in a glove with R. J. Thomas. They were 

just natural together, Not that brilliant, but a lot of heart. And prounion, no 
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question about that. 

FURMANOVSKY: But was O'Halloran partly responsible for the red-baiting? 

Would he indulge in it? 

ALLARD: Of course. Of course. Because he was running for director against 

me while this was going on. There was nothing I could do about it. I was on 

that three-man committee along with him. Garriga was made the chairman. 

Everyone knew that it would be O'Halloran versus Allard, and that that would be 

the Left versus what they called the center at that point. That's the way it was 

fought. The muscle of the international union at that point was on O'Halloran's 

side. Not under the direction of Reuther, but under the direction of Thomas and 

[Richard] Frankensteen. That was the direction at that point. And they followed 

it up with muscle. They sent manpower out here when I was running for that. 

You see, after the election in Santa Monica in October of 1944, there were two 

months yet before the election for regional director in December, '44. They kept 

that staff out here just to work against my being elected. So what I was, I had 

only two or three staff guys that stayed on my side. The majority of the staff 

went the other way following the loss at Santa Monica. The election in Decem 

ber of '44; it was extremely close. In fact, it ultimately came down to a couple of 

Scandinavians on the swing shift at North American, Peterson and Anderson. 

Peterson was ready to change, but Anderson wouldn't come along and change 

and come to me. Anderson wouldn't come along. They had staff guys staying 

at the same rooming house with Anderson just to watch him that close. Then I 

lost a delegate or two there at the last when it became apparent that I wasn't 

going to win. I carried all of automobile on the West Coast with the exception of 

Local 216, which was O'Halloran's. I split North American, which was the big 

aircraft one. I lost solid in Douglas, and that's where I really lost it, in Long 

Beach, because in the meantime the Lefties there in Douglas Long Beach had 
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lost the clout. They had staff people out there saying, "Defeat Allard, leader of 

the Communist Party in Los Angeles." Here you have these multitudes of 

people flowing out of those plants who didn't know Allard from Adam. But they 

had the manpower to do this. They had enough in-plant leadership to make her 

go. So that became a big test, and they won that one. I won San Diego, the 

Ryan [Aircraft] plant there, and had all of Northern California, and as I say, all of 

automobile with the exception of 216. So--

FURMANOVSKY: It sounds like you had most of what was there. 

ALLARD: Yeah. 

FURMANOVSKY: So how did you lose? 

ALLARD: Well, those aircraft ones were big! And you voted per capita, you 

know. 

FURMANOVSKY: So the Douglas thing was a double-

ALLARD: Douglas was the thing that killed me. If this would have won over 

here, you see, no way they could have beat Titleman in that group there. This 

is what they were busy at before the election. They thought that the election 

was won anyway, that there wasn't any way they could lose it. 

FURMANOVSKY: So what you're really arguing is that not only did the red 

baiting that took place in Santa Monica Douglas cause the UAW to lose its 

momentum as far as organizing the whole aircraft industry, but on top of that, it 

was a huge blow to the Left in general, and particularly in Southern California. 

ALLARD: Yes. Well, what came from that, of course, the election in which I 

was defeated-- The next day I was fired from the UAW. I got a wire from O'Hal 

loran, who was elected, saying I was fired because I didn't show up to work that 

day. This had been a tough campaign and--They had had this special conven 

tion over in Santa Monica on Sunday, and I tell you, I was terribly tired. On 

Monday night—that was the day following the election--I get this telegram at 
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home saying that I was discharged for failing to show up for work that day. 

Well, everyone knew that you couldn't have two directors. I wasn't surprised 

about being fired, but I was surprised that they used that as a reason. So I 

didn't contest it in any way, I just went immediately back into the plant at Chrys 

ler. That was in December of '44. 

I had been deferred because I was working with essential government 

service in the aerospace industry in the wages and classification. When I got 

back into the plant (I worked there about three months), I was then classified as 

a 1-A, which meant immediately going into the service. The company was also 

notified. They said, "Don't pay any attention to that. We're going to work it out 

because you're working in a defense industry, you're married, you've got two 

kids, you're past the age in which people--" Everything. And they came back 

from the board and said, "We don't know what it's all about, we're just telling 

you that they're determined to draft you." 

FURMANOVSKY: In retrospect, do you think the FBI [Federal Bureau of In 

vestigation] might have been--

ALLARD: I don't know. I know that I was being followed all the time during the 

army. What I know about this is that the secretary to the local board-- In fact, 

we had some discussion on this at home, should I appeal. It just seemed 

almost sure if I appealed that it would-- I decided not to because I didn't like the 

taste of it. The missus was pretty angry about that; the most serious quarrel we 

ever had. As soon as the appeal time, the day following the appeal time, 

expired--l think it was ten days, if I remember correctly-the secretary of the 

local draft board called up and said, "Well, at last we got you, didn't we?" She 

laughed and hung up. It's almost unbelievable, you see, but that's what hap 

pened. 

So then I went into the service. I went in the service for induction the day 
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that Roosevelt died. It's easy to remember because it's hard even tor me now 

to recognize the impact that that man had on the lives of men. When the news 

came down at Fort MacArthur, [there were] guys crying all over the place, you 

know. There was an intensity of support, I suppose geared in part around the 

war effort and the fact that he had a way of appealing to individual people. He 

was a decent human being. 

I then went into the army and I did my basic training. We were getting ready 

to island hop from here to Japan about that time, and so it was pretty rugged. I 

was in the infantry. During the course of that, at the end of it, they called me in 

for an interview on going into officer's training. When they called me up, they 

didn't ask me about the normal things they do others, they just hammered me 

on my positions as a trade union leader. I stood right up and told them what I 

thought and how important the union was to me and what I thought its impor 

tance was to all of society. I was surprised when they snapped me right up and 

sent me to Fort Benning to train as an officer. When I got to Benning, just at 

this time is when they dropped the A-bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, when 

I was on bivouac right at the end of my basic training. The war was over in just 

a matter of a day or so. They sent me on to Benning, and I didn't like the idea 

of training now to be an officer, just to stay in the army longer. I wanted to get 

out. So I declined that, which is one of the few things that you had a choice on 

in the army. I didn't want to do it, so I was there as a casual for two or three 

weeks, just goofing off. Then they sent me up to North Carolina, Camp Butner, 

When I got up there, they looked over my records, and saw what I had done. 

They needed a personnel guy at the head of the Eighth Regiment, which had 

come back from Germany. [It had] been shot up bad there and was just waiting 

at Butner till the war was over, really. They took me from a buck private and put 

me right up to sergeant level immediately, put me on as personnel noncom for 
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the outfit. 

I had just been assigned that one and the personnel officer came to me. He 

said, "Who in the hell are you?" I gave him my name, rank, and serial number. 

That was the customary answer, and I had just arrived there. He said, "That 

ain't what I mean. " He says, "You hadn't any more than landed here and got 

assigned than army intelligence was here to inquire about you." And I said, 

"Well, I would be sure that's because I've had a trade union background. I was 

active in the United Auto Workers union." He said, "Well, that's all right. I got 

my bars in combat in Italy. I come from Colorado, where I was active in the 

steelworkers union." He said, "A good union guy around here is going to be 

good for us all." So I then had the responsibility of assigning people that came 

into the outfit into different companies and different duties. I also had access to 

all the papers of what is needed in the army in specialized skills, and I would 

then send them out. So I did get rather a pleasant responsibility there for a 

time. That's where I got acquainted with Clancy Sigal. Clancy was there and 

he was a company clerk. I was over the whole series of companies and per 

sonnel. We were yakking at one another and got pretty well acquainted, and 

we got to talking about the UAW--

FURMANOVSKY: He had been what in the UAW? 

ALLARD: He had been nothing. 

FURMANOVSKY: I thought he had been--

ALLARD: You're coming too fast. So he said, "You're a personnel guy." He 

said, "What I want to do is get into the Pentagon. I want to get to Washington." 

And I said, "Fat chance a guy like you getting into the Pentagon." It wasn't but 

a short time after that they came down with a request for a stenographer to go 

to the Pentagon. Clancy could take shorthand and was a fast typist. (He always 

wanted to be a writer.) So I called old Clance and told him I'd send him over to 
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the Pentagon if he wanted. He said, "Let's get going." 

FURMANOVSKY: Why did he want to go to the Pentagon, did he say? 

ALLARD: I don't know; he just wanted the excitement of it, I guess. So I sent 

him to the Pentagon. Just as soon as he arrived there, they didn't want him 

there, they wanted him in the European theater of operations, and so the next 

day they shipped him right off to France. So we had worked together in the 

army. 

There was a nasty strike going on [with] the textile workers there in Carolina 

at that time. We organized some of the troop people there that had some 

background in New York and in the service company, which is kind of the elite 

in an outfit like that. We got in touch with some of the college kids. We were 

right close to Duke [University] and North Carolina State [University at Raleigh] 

and North Carolina [Central University]. We put on a program there in support 

of the strikers and appealed for funds and got in a pretty good little chunk of 

money. We put on a Christmas party for them during that strike. That was an 

exciting one; Clancy and I worked for that. They had it in a high school there. 

There were blacks as well as whites on that strike, except they were divided in 

that community; just very, very limited as to what jobs a black can hold. We 

held it in the local high school. This was the first time blacks had ever been in 

the high school there, you know. They came in, and they looked you over, and 

they all sat in the back. We had a lot of fresh fruit and candy and nuts and toys 

for all the kids. The thing that I remember so well about it is that what really 

attracted those kids was not the toys, but the fresh fruit. They were living then 

mostly on starches, and that fresh fruit was terribly exciting to them. It was a 

good experience. And I and Clancy both worked some in the soup kitchen. We 

were passing out material for them to take home, and I was photographed there 

by the local press sheet. On the front page of the Durham Sun, here was 
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Sergeant John Allard in his army uniform passing beans out to those strikers. I 

got a little jumpy about it, I don't mind telling you. I thought I'd really be called 

up on it. I had to ride into town and back on that bus the next few days, and I'd 

look around and see whether anyone was paying any attention to me par 

ticularly. I never was called up; nobody ever said a word to me about it. 

FURMANOVSKY: Of course, there wasn't anything technically illegal about 

doing it, was there, as an army man? 

ALLARD: No, except you've got to recognize also that when I was there, that 

was the time of the General Motors long strike after the war, and they were 

training troops there to handle the mobs. And obviously, the troops being 

prepared to handle mobs were the troops being prepared to handle a situation if 

they got out of control at GM. Those were just some experiences that got me in 

touch with Clancy. Doug [Douglas] Fraser was in the army at the same time up 

in Virginia. Clancy and I and Doug got together a time or two to visit. He 

subsequently became the president of the UAW. 

FURMANOVSKY: What was Clancy, then, at this time, nothing at all? He was 

just a college boy when you met him? 

ALLARD: He was just a kid! 

FURMANOVSKY: Just a kid. 

ALLARD: Just a kid. He said that he awfully much wanted to work with the 

UAW, so it was I who, working with the educational department in the UAW, got 

him hired in after he got out of the service. 

FURMANOVSKY: Forty-six? 

ALLARD: Forty-five, '46. It was in 1945 that I was in the army, and it was in 

1945 that Reuther was first elected president of the UAW. And 1946 is when 

he took complete and total command. 

FURMANOVSKY: I thought he wasn't elected till'46. Would that be right? 
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Could be wrong. It was after the General Motors--

ALLARD: It was after the General Motors strike. That's right. It would be '46, 

and it was 1947 then. I was just a year off. You're right. 

FURMANOVSKY: The international education department of the UAW had 

been run by William Leavit. Do you know him? 

ALLARD: Bill Leavit, yeah. 

FURMANOVSKY: He was a strong Lefty, right? 

ALLARD: Yeah. 

FURMANOVSKY: I was thinking of when Clancy went to work there, he was 

still the head of that. 

ALLARD: Yes, he was a very close, personal friend of mine, Bill Leavit was. 

He was a graduate of [University of] North Carolina. Well, we were just real 

good friends. And Doug Fraser and I were real good friends. 

FURMANOVSKY: Was Doug Fraser-- Did he think of himself as a Lefty? 

ALLARD: Oh yes, he'd come up as a Lefty, sure. 

FURMANOVSKY: The same as you. 

ALLARD: Just about the same as me. He was president of the Chrysler local 

in De Soto, on the west side of Detroit, the same time I was president of the 

local here. Then he went on the staff in the Chrysler department as a Lefty. 

FURMANOVSKY: I want to try and, not so much backtrack, but try-- Some of 

what you've been saying has made me think in terms of looking at your experi 

ence during World War II as an organizer in the army, just basically the whole 

philosophy you were developing during that period, and your notions of what 

the postwar period would bring in terms of a different society. You mentioned 

that you were at Yale [University]. We didn't discuss what you did in Yale, why 

you were there and what you were studying. Do you see what I'm getting at? 

The whole, how you viewed the postwar period, what was likely to happen. 
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Because it really seems that if there were a chance that America could become 

at least a social democratic kind of a--

ALLARD: I was an idealist, I'm sure. It made sense to me then and still does. I 

believed in the Roosevelt-[Henry] Wallace one world thrust. I believed in it 

intensely, with an intensity. I believed in it within the trade union movement and 

I still do. I think you need the Left. I think you need one world. I don't think we 

can live without a different scheme of things. And I saw, under the Roosevelt 

administration, a move in that direction. My whole thrust was in support of that. 

When all of UAW swung for Truman in '48, I hung right in with Wallace and the 

third party, because to me that's where the real struggle was. I saw the same 

thing within the trade union movement that I saw within the nation. I think it was 

the shift in the national political scene that impacted behavior within the UAW, 

this idea that the trade union movement can somehow function independently 

of the political thrust of the nation. It just doesn't happen that way. You can 

have an impact on the nation, but it is not the nation. People are citizens of the 

nation as well as members of the union. So the Truman behavior, feed our 

friends and starve our enemies, the division into two worlds, to me was a sellout 

of the whole principle of what I thought the war was all about and the 

Roosevelt-Wallace thrust, in my opinion. But I saw that also flowing over into 

industry, you see, that in the total scheme of things there had to be some way 

of tapping into the talents of the broad base of people that actually do the work 

of this nation, who are members of the union. They had to have a part of the 

action, part of the decision making, the power. The power of big business was 

handled pretty well under Roosevelt, and even [John F.] Kennedy got some 

pretty good licks in. We've never gone back to where we were in the political 

philosophy of Roosevelt-Wallace. 

FURMANOVSKY: But what about the fact that during World War II the corpora-
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lions made immense profits, but the position of workers maybe improved 

marginally? That's part of the reason for all the strike wave after the war. What 

about the role of the Left in terms of pushing for things like incentive pay and 

discouraging wildcats and allowing the Reuther people to, in effect, get de facto 

prestige, even though they barely were any different in terms of-- What do you 

see as being the major areas of the Left? How do you fit in, in terms of, let's 

say-- The way you're talking is you put it into the general Left perspective, but 

what about the hardened, if we could use that word, communist line? Someone 

like Dorothy Healey, or Slim Connelly, or others, these party functionaries. Did 

you meet with them on a regular basis? Were you friendly with them? Did you 

really share their sort of much tougher kind of ideology? 

ALLARD: I knew them a while personally. What I remember of the Communist 

Party, I don't know necessarily why it was or wasn't-- It just didn't seem to be a 

critical decision-

FURMANOVSKY: It wasn't necessary for that-

ALLARD: No, no, that wasn't what it was. It was too narrow. But I considered 

it a very critical part o f - - I saw it as a minority that were well-disciplined and 

smart and helpful in the difficult tasks that you had to do. I thought [it] a very 

critical part of the trade union movement. And to me, the big fight there was to 

hold the unity of the trade union movement, including the leadership of the Left, 

intact, more than subscribing necessarily to every dot and tittle in their move 

ment, depending upon the world situation. My thinking in those days was that I 

thought they got a little overexcited in the international affairs at times. I just 

took that as a necessary problem you had to cope with in order to have their 

talents in other areas. I also remember, just ahead of it must have been the 

CIO convention, state convention, in probably '40, could have been '40 or '41; 

Bridges spoke. I was never a total pacifist, but I sure don't think that interna-
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tional problems should be settled by wars. So I was certainly on this one. We 

had no part in that war over there. Then when Bridges addressed the conven-

tion up north-I forget whether it was Oakland or San Francisco-and said he'd 

just come back from Washington, that he'd been talking to administration 

people there [about] the circumstances that were going on in Europe at that 

point and that Roosevelt was convinced that we've got to put it all together, 

including the Soviet Union-

FURMANOVSKY: This being after the invasion of the Soviet Union by 

Germany? 

ALLARD: Yeah, either that or immediately prior to it. Right in that time. 

FURMANOVSKY: It would have to have been after it. 

ALLARD: [He] said that we've got to be aboard. We've got to support. I was a 

little jumpy about that; jumping too fast from here over to here, you know, I had 

to ponder that one a bit. So that affected my thinking. But generally during the 

war I didn't have a serious quarrel with the policy and direction of the trade 

union movement under the kind of stresses at that point. 

FURMANOVSKY: But what about their role in the UAW? I want to get into the 

question of why was a man like Thomas the president? The Communist Party 

was in some ways responsible for him being president; they didn't oppose him 

that strongly at one point. Where did Thomas fit, and where did Addes fit? You 

say you were a very strong Addes supporter. You haven't told much about him. 

I don't know that much about him as an individual. He wasn't a communist, for 

sure, right? 

ALLARD: I don't think so. I don't know some of this. 

FURMANOVSKY: But what was his position? 

ALLARD: Well, I always considered his position the same as mine, that he 

thought the Left was a very critical part of the total trade union movement. But I 
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don't think that he figured that they need dictate-that they have their fair share 

according to whatever they've got to offer. 

FURMANOVSKY: But he-

ALLARD: They were tough with that one, and he held so tough with it. I think a 

guy like [Philip] Murray was instrumental in getting Thomas in there; was a push 

in that direction. Thomas is just somewhat in between the Reuther thrust [and 

the Left], and that was acceptable. 

Getting back to the party itself. The party as I saw It had two separate 

functions: It had its own internal functions; that was their business, I figured. 

They handled that any way they wanted. They also had a policy related to the 

trade union movement. Their policy as related to the trade union movement 

was the one that I came into contact with. Generally, I found that they didn't 

have to have all of the glory, but they had something to offer in direction. They 

often made very good judgments, I thought, on how far they could go and how 

far they couldn't in a practical sort of way. Michener used to talk about, "Well, 

before we go out here too far, I'd better step downtown and talk to the people 

down there." We figured that he was going down to meet with some of the 

functionaries to see what their thinking was on some of the critical issues. And 

frankly, I had a lot of respect for the judgments of Slim Connelly and Harry 

Bridges. They taught me a lot. Capable guys. There's a whole slug of other 

people that rotated around in the same way. I had a great respect for the 

talents of Michener. I don't figure Mitch was ever a member; I don't know 

whether he was. I always figured his wife was. 

FURMANOVSKY: What about the argument that the Communist Party in the 

late thirties for the sake of popular front unity and then later in World War II was 

prepared to compromise too much, and allow Thomas to become president and 

not fight to get their own man, Wyndham Mortimer, into the presidency, and just 
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basically to compromise too much during World War II and before, instead of 

really hanging tough on all of the really working class issues. 

ALLARD: Never excited me that much. I never felt near as much condemna 

tion of them as I did others who I thought used the Communist Party as a 

means of splitting our members. 

FURMANOVSKY: It's very complicated, that factionalism in the UAW. Some 

times Reuther wouldn't behave as you would think; sometimes Frankensteen 

could go either way. Thomas also then could go either way. Would you say he 

was fundamentally conservative when it came down to it or what? 

ALLARD: Well, those men were political analysts. The UAW was a big, power 

ful engine moving in those days. Those were exciting times, and people 

relished that power and that prestige. So I think leaders of the UAW often took 

positions on issues that placed them in position to maintain power in the union 

rather than on a deep-seated fundamental conservative or Lettish position. The 

only place I saw fundamental consistency really was in Addes, and he was not 

necessarily going along with the Communist Party. But the communists be 

longed as part of the UAW because they had been a critical part of its building 

and of its direction. 

FURMANOVSKY: So he would never countenance any red-baiting? 

ALLARD: No, that's right. He didn't. Frankensteen and Leonard and Thomas 

could pull back and forth on it with reasonable ease depending on how it fit in 

their political ambitions at the moment. 

FURMANOVSKY: We haven't talked at all about Yale. Just to say a couple of 

things about that, what you were studying and what you did. Why was it that 

you were there? 

ALLARD: Yale University, under the direction of E. [Edward] Wight-Bakke, who 

was one of the professors in their economics section, put it out for the AF of L 
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and CIO at that point for people to apply. People did apply, I suppose, from 

different parts of the country. When it came down to determinations using 

criteria apparently they had set, the only people selected were all from the UAW 

from different sections of the country. All the others other than myself had 

degrees from college and moved in on the graduate level. The others stayed at 

the graduate school there. I had a youngster at that point and was married, so I 

got a house there and stayed in New Haven [Connecticut]. It was one of the 

finest experiences I ever had in my life because it gave me a broader base of 

reference of the development of society. 

FURMANOVSKY: So what did you do, you took classes in what, or looked into 

lectures in what? 

ALLARD: We had one on the history of the trade union movement in which 

Bakke handled it primarily from lecture. He did a lot of good research on it, 

bringing in different publications and things of the day that gave life to the hard 

struggles to bring it up to where we were at that point. We had one in which he 

brought in different levels of belief in the field of economics, from the communist 

guy to the extreme Right and in between, some of the finest minds that were in 

America at that time to lecture to us. We had one in which there was just 

interplay of our own views of the trade union movement. I remember that one 

particularly because he would get into some of the areas that you've been 

talking about here. It was my thinking at that point that the Yale people were a 

little overexcited about such people as Slim Connelly and Harry Bridges and the 

whole impact. Because out here, where I had come from, up to that point, sure 

it was a problem from time to time, but I saw it as a whole in the trade union 

movement. 

FURMANOVSKY: What do you mean they were excited by that? 

ALLARD: They thought that maybe the trade union was being used, I would 
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gather would be more what--

FURMANOVSKY: They thought the trade union was being used by the Left? 

ALLARD: Yeah. Of course, my thinking was that sure, the Left's there; these 

guys are there by election; they're smart and capable guys; they're my friends. 

Don't get all that excited, because those of us working out there on the line, 

we're not that excited about the world politically. Those questions aren't for the 

union. We had gone through this long, tough struggle building our own union, 

and we didn't want anyone in Yale telling us who were our friends and who 

were our enemies, you know. So we were pretty strong on that. 
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TAPE NUMBER: IV, SIDE ONE 

JUNE 19, 1986 

FURMANOVSKY: Last time we left off with your discharge from the army in the 

spring of 1946, and your return to Los Angeles to work in your old plant at 

Chrysler [Corporation] in--was it Bell, at that time? 

ALLARD: The edge of Bell, or Maywood. I think it's actually in the county, but 

that's close. 

FURMANOVSKY: Now, how did you fit in after being away in the army, and 

what was the situation? What did you find when you got back here in terms of--

What had the war done to that local? 

ALLARD: When I came back into the local union, they were still doing 

aerospace work, war work. I worked on that a little bit, and then it went back 

into automobile production. I was elected president of the local union shortly 

after that. The first big round of negotiations was in 1948 when I was president 

of the local union. I represented this local union in national negotiations. There 

was a bobtail strike in 1948 that didn't amount to much. There was a quick 

settlement following the pattern set in General Motors [Corporation]. Then in 

1950--

FURMANOVSKY: Hold on. Why don't we backtrack a little bit. I just want to 

find out a little bit more about when you got back to Los Angeles and you came 

back to your plant. You'd been away and now you had to set up prestige, 

presumably. How was it that you were able to be elected president having 

been away? 

ALLARD: Well, I was well known, and active in the local just before I went in 

the army. I was only in the army for a year, and so there was a holdover there. 
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I had had the background of being an activist in the local union and then on the 

staff of the international union and fired from there. Coming back always held 

prestige in the local union. Just real well known; that's where I grew up, in the 

UAW [United Automobile Workers]. I was just accepted when I came back from 

the army as a person who ought to lead the local, it wasn't a big struggle with 

anybody else. 

FURMANOVSKY: It had been quite a while since you actually worked in the 

plant; three years since you'd actually been on the shop floor. I'm trying to think 

about what it was like getting back there, and what sort of changes you found. 

ALLARD: Well, when I went back into the local after being on the staff-- This 

occurred earlier, this is when I was back in the local before I went in the army. 

The thing that I brought back into focus--and I've never forgotten it--is that my 

first swing on staff, I got pretty well wrapped up in classifications, wage struc 

tures and that sort of thing and I got to thinking that the union is an economic 

answer for people, but forgetting the importance of how a person felt at the end 

of a day's work. Getting back into the plant brought that back into sharp reality, 

and I've tried to never forget that since then. It's easy to do. But a man spend 

ing a big chunk of that day in that plant, how he felt at the end of the day is darn 

important to him. So workload-- Also, emotional circumstances around which 

you work in the plant is important. I think that's the thing that shook me most 

when I first came off of staff. The flow in automobile production was much the 

same following the war that it was before. The struggle went on in maintaining 

the union and maintaining the conditions and shooting for advancements in 

pay. You see, in the 1948 negotiations, there still wasn't a checkoff of dues yet 

in Chrysler. There was no union shop, so we were still collecting dues right on 

the shop floor. This didn't come until the 1950 negotiations in Chrysler. The 

union at that point was very broadly supported, I think probably the great 
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difference you noticed then from the time of the original organization in the late 

thirties and early forties was that the union was so well established and had a 

respect and strength within the plant, to where the company would no longer 

seek an antiunion guy when they had an opening for supervision. They would 

seek someone who had rapport with the union and the respect of the union. 

Because they had to have that in order to run the show. That was a great 

departure, really, from what it was when we built the union. For a number of 

years in the early days they sought leadership on the management side that 

was set to stop the union in its tracks. So it was a basic change, really, in 

philosophy and attitudes inside the plant from the management side. 

FURMANOVSKY: So you were elected president in '46, at the time of the big 

General Motors strike. That was the same year in which [Walter] Reuther was 

elected president. Did you foresee some big changes coming here? In 1946 

was there an optimistic outlook for the future of the union? Do you think you 

were pretty optimistic? The war was over; labor had made some gains. There 

was this big strike on. 

ALLARD: Actually, there was still the Left-Right thumping around in the state of 

California at that point--certainly within the UAW. As I remember, it was in the 

election of '46, I believe, that Reuther took over the structure of the international 

union. In the meantime, in the politics of the union on the West Coast, [Cyril] 

O'Halloran was seeking some Left friends and didn't get on well with Reuther at 

all after he was elected. So when we went to the convention in 1946 from the 

West Coast, it was solidly anti-Reuther-the only region that had the delegates 

there solid— 

FURMANOVSKY: Anti-Reuther? 

ALLARD: Anti-Reuther. 

FURMANOVSKY: The whole of the West Coast? 
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ALLARD: The whole West Coast. I was a key spokesman on the West Coast 

at that time, I was president of a local union, and I had a background on staff 

that we've spoken about before. At that convention, I was on one of the top 

committees, the officers report committee for the international union, and I was 

actively trying to get the floor at that convention. Our delegation from the West 

Coast was right in front of the podium. We were united trying to get the floor, 

and just nobody from the West Coast, and me particularly, could get the floor. 

As I say, I was the chairman of one of the major committees. The major com 

mittee never even reported to that convention because that wasn't Reuther's 

plan for that convention. When he released a special publication of The 

Autoworker, it went directly to the local structures around the country-- See, the 

power structure on the board of the international union was anti-Reuther going 

into that convention, and he came out with it practically solid. All of the top 

officers. And that's when [George] Addes was dumped and a whole new flavor 

came. Those were the issues, too, whether or not to comply with Taft-Hartley 

[Act]. There had been a real fight-back against that. A lot of us thought that to 

yield to it, particularly to the so-called anticommunist one that was in there, was 

just a divisive behavior and that the changes were contrary to our interest. We 

wanted to take it dead-on on a continuing basis. It was at that convention that it 

was voted to come into compliance with Taft-Hartley. A lot of us felt that com 

pliance was the wrong road to go at that time. I think that history shows that our 

ability to organize under Taft-Hartley has never been like it was under the 

Wagner Act. It was a basic different flow. This all came into thrust at that 

convention. And the appeal-- I can remember so well, a delegate from San 

Diego gets up and says, "How can a poor, small local union like ours be able to 

survive if we don't--" He came in anti-Reuther, but they sold him on this Taft-

Hartley compliance. You had to have an order for the protection of the federal 
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government of their structure, he thought. Well, it was a turning point. The 

same thing with steelworkers under [Philip] Murray at that point: the question of 

compliance, and Murray decided to comply. Then this was borrowed on across 

into the UAW under a Reuther leadership. 

FURMANOVSKY: Then [Harry S.] Truman very shrewdly vetoed the act. It 

wasn't passed anyway. 

ALLARD: Right, right. 

FURMANOVSKY: Undermined the support ultimately for the Progressive Party. 

ALLARD: Right, right. 

FURMANOVSKY: Well, when you got back after the convention of 1946 and 

these events had taken place, Reuther was increasingly in control. What were 

you talking about amongst yourselves, the other left-wingers, the other progres 

sives? What did you see as your strategy to turn things around? 

ALLARD: Well, we thought ultimately that we might do that, of course. Addes, 

we thought, would stay around. He bought a restaurant right after that. Addes 

is the one that took the position almost immediately that for him to try to come 

back would be interpreted as--in a fashion would be divisive to the union. He 

felt that under these circumstances the best thing he could do for the union that 

he loved was to find other ways of supporting himself. [Richard] Leonard and 

[R. J.] Thomas both found accommodations for themselves within the CIO 

[Congress of Industrial Organizations], [Richard] Frankensteen became a 

political figure around Detroit and a businessman. The Reuther thing with the 

top officers became pretty apparent because right along with that, if you lived 

those days, Reuther was very up-front. The whole thrust of change of the 

political flavor under a one-world or a two-world concept came in the '48 elec 

tion and the third-party swing under Wallace, Henry Wallace. Although the 

UAW at that point supported Truman all the way, I, as president of the local 
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union, very proudly wore my Wallace button and supported him the best I knew 

how and voted for him. 

FURMANOVSKY: On the rank-and-file level in your own local, in 1947, '48 

when the Progressive Party was around, what sort of support do you think he 

had? And what sort of support did the Left have on the rank-and-file level in 

your own local? 

ALLARD: Well, the rank and file, I didn't have any problem as far as it related 

to their support of me. There were fusses in the union in those days. We had 

some very nasty circumstances while I was president of the local union. 

I suppose I should tell you about the time during the Korean conflict in 

which several of our local union guys were singled out as being reds, com 

munists. This was headed by an inspector from the railroad, a young, aggres 

sive guy. He organized it so that at the plant gates one night-- I heard about it 

just ahead of quitting time, and I got off a half hour earlier than others because I 

came on a half hour early at that time. He threw down a red fusee at the front 

gate, and he pointed out the so-called communists. They were just beaten to a 

pulp right out in the streets. I stayed by the phone because I was in hopes that 

the thing would blow through. When I heard it wasn't, I hurried out to the plant 

gates-l lived close there-and the melee was generally over. The guys who 

were picked up and hospitalized, I made it a point from that point on t o - - First I 

visited them in the hospital. Secondly, when they got well enough to come back 

into the plant-and all of them came back with the exception of one--l made it a 

point to visit them in the plant every day. And I took some verbal abuse from it. 

Reuther sent out a letter that said, "We can't tolerate this sort of thing." So we 

had a special meeting and [they] took the position that you don't handle the 

affairs of the union in this fashion, Reuther's right on this one, that this sort of 

thing can't be tolerated. So there was a little chatter about well, he's one of 
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them, too; let's go get him. But this was so isolated as related to me that it 

didn't give me any particular concern. And of course, nothing ever occurred 

from it. We settled her down pretty well after that in a reasonably short time. 

But to think that there weren't struggles going on on the rank-and-file level at 

that point would be to lie, because there were. It's pretty easy to, from just a 

patriotic point of view, whip up a frenzy in one like that, under the circumstances 

at that time. 

FURMANOVSKY: That's right. Now, during this time there was the California 

Senate Un-American Activities Committee. I know that I've seen your name 

mentioned at one point because you taught at the People's Educational Center 

or something, which was the left-wing sort of labor school. What sort of effect 

did that have? 

ALLARD: I was generally identified as Left within the trade union movement. 

My position had been constantly within the state that we can't afford the split of 

the trade union movement on this issue, that to do so you destroy some of the 

most competent leadership people you have. And also, you destroy an inde 

pendent policy and direction that's important to the welfare of working people. I 

was able to hold some base with this structure within the UAW. I remember the 

Studebaker local held with us, the Chrysler local. But ultimately, the split did 

come and the Left was destroyed. The trade union movement has never been 

quite the same since that occurred, and i think the political thrust of the United 

States in the world of nations has never been the same since. I think we're still 

reaping sadnesses from that turn of events. 

FURMANOVSKY: It's interesting to look at the difference between those 

left-wing trade unionists who, as a result of the split, decided essentially to 

break off from the labor movement, or burnt out or whatever it was, whether it 

be Addes o r - - Even California had quite a number. You're one of the few that 
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sort of not only survived to carry on, but actually survived with a certain amount 

of prestige and influence in your local when other left-wing communist trade 

unionists were, you know, were being kicked out or just turned to other things. 

As you say, like Addes just bought out and-- Why do you think that was? Do 

you think that's because of the sort of rank-and-file background that you had? 

ALLARD: Well, yes. My return to the local union was the secret to it all. Harry 

Bridges told me early on one time, "Above all else, young man, if you're inter 

ested in working within the trade union movement, always take care of your 

base. Never let that get away from you, because [then] you're in trouble." I 

believe that. And I believe it yet today. I wish you had been at our meeting 

here yesterday. Fifteen years after that plant closed down we had well over 

one hundred people here, the retirees that still come regularly to a meeting, and 

I fit with them. That base has always been. And I think that was the difference. 

FURMANOVSKY: You didn't experience that same disillusionment, it sounds 

like, that some people did. 

ALLARD: Well, I think that comes in part from my Yale [University] training. I 

don't suppose many people would think that to be true. I think [Albert] Keller 

was the author of Man's Rough Road. I think [Edward Wight-] Bakke had us 

read that baby, and it was a book that showed that true progress of the human 

race comes slow and tough and there are some setbacks. If I am committed to 

a progressive thrust in today's society in the areas that I have influence, then 

I've got to accept that major premise to start out with. Many people didn't have 

that advantage that I had, you see, and so weren't grounded as well, perhaps, 

in the basics. 

FURMANOVSKY: What was the atmosphere here at the time when people 

were being arrested and rounded up? I'm thinking of the Hollywood Ten. You 

had the leadership of the Communist Party, and then the local leadership in 
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California of the party, and the Smith Act, and so on, and the loyalty oaths; how 

did that affect you? What about the FBI [Federal Bureau of Investigation]? 

What about all of these things? 

ALLARD: I really didn't pay actually that much "never mind" as far as it im 

pacted me personally. I was thoroughly disgusted with the behavior around the 

Hollywood Ten. We supported them in every way that we knew how at that 

point. The thrust of the little un-American committee on the state level--[Jack] 

Tenney I think was the guy that headed it up. He wrote me up in it. I kept 

pushing away at what appeared to me the right course under those cir 

cumstances, and I've never given up yet, that the course Is correct. So I didn't 

find it personally all that difficult. The other thing, I think no man can live alone. 

We're social beings. I've always had a pretty broad base of friendships within 

the trade union, even among those people who disagreed with me violently. 

FURMANOVSKY: Well, maybe in some ways that distinguishes you from 

people whose main thrust was political, let's say those in the Communist Party 

or very closely associated with it who, just after 1948, '49, just [with] the repres 

sion, they dropped out. They didn't have that social base, or their social base 

was destroyed. But I'm thinking, were you in contact with left-wingers and 

communists by 1940, 1950, or had they at that time become sort of a fringe, a 

no longer vital part of the labor movement? I'm thinking about Slim [Philip M.] 

Connelly, who also appears at that time. 

ALLARD: I was in touch with Slim all the way. Just reasonable contact with 

Bridges; I was never close with Bridges. I was in close contact with Dorothy 

Healey at that time. We had our little Left caucus that was the "left Left," if you 

will. O'Halloran, you see, was anti-Reuther, so there was within us enough--we 

could hold him in that direction. We had a Left beyond that, not only in my 

local, but within the structure of UAW generally. I never felt isolated. I never 
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felt that I should not associate with somebody because [they were a com 

munist], but neither would I have been identified as a communist leadership 

person within the party per se. I was a Leftish trade union leader. 

FURMANOVSKY: Yeah, right. But there were people, maybe not in that 

similar position as you, but who were called up before the House Un-American 

Activities Committee to testify. I can't think offhand of examples, but I'm saying 

it wouldn't have surprised me- -

ALLARD: Well, I think Michener was called up. 

FURMNOVSKY: Perhaps he was even more closely identified than you, but 

yeah, that's an example. 

ALLARD: I was, have always been, and was till his death, a very good friend of 

Michener's. I brought a eulogy at the time of his death. I followed him in the 

senior work that he carried forward. Mitch, I think, did himself a disservice by 

doing some testifying; he would have been better off if he hadn't. No man is 

made of steel. 

FURMANOVSKY: What about when the Communist Party went underground? 

ALLARD: The ins and outs of the details didn't impact me to that degree. 

FURMANOVSKY: Right. Well, that's what I wanted to establish. Well, let's go 

back then to that strike thing, the Chrysler negotiations, 1948-50, the Chrysler 

strike, is that right? 

ALLARD: There was a difficult strike in 1950, and that was the time that we 

established pensions in automobile. 

FURMANOVSKY: What were the main issues of this strike? This was a 

nationwide strike? 

ALLARD: This was a nationwide strike. The main issue was how much money 

would be set aside in pensions and how it would be set aside so that it would 

be identified strictly for that and out of the control of the corporation. There had 
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been a settlement at Ford [Motor Company] that came just ahead of the Chrys 

ler strike. I was on, again, the committee in 1950. I can remember it so well 

because I thought that there would be very little likelihood of a strike once the 

settlement came in Ford. But Chrysler was going to turn us back. Reuther was 

also pushing to improve on it, so we were kind of caught in the grinder in that 

sort of an arrangement. So in sitting on that top committee, I can remember so 

well that-- Strikes are difficult. Don't forget that. I can remember that night, the 

night when the deadline was to be at midnight; along about ten o'clock it be 

came apparent that she was going to go. I knew if it went under these cir 

cumstances that it was a tough one. We were meeting in Detroit. I remember 

going out on the lawn and just vomiting my guts out [from] the tension. You 

knew that you were heading for that sort of thing, that it's going to be a long and 

difficult one. And it was. It went for over a hundred days. We didn't have any 

strike benefits at that point, except what we could go get. We didn't have a 

union shop in those days, so the very structure of the union was involved in it as 

well. 

FURMANOVSKY: Were you here or were you in Detroit? 

ALLARD: Both places. I was in Detroit when we were meeting with the cor 

poration. There would be long lags where they wouldn't even meet with us. 

The question was how well would the strike hold. This was right during the 

winter months, and we had some advantage out here because it doesn't get as 

cold here as it does [in Detroit]. I was in Detroit some and here some. The 

interesting development on that one was that as the strike dragged on, Reuther 

knew it was tough too. The negotiating committee for Chrysler was made up of 

the presidents of all the local unions over the nation and headed up by Reuther 

and Norm [Norman] Matthews, who was the director of the Chrysler department 

at that point. It came to the time when you had to reduce that committee in 
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order to get a more workable operation. I was surprised, indeed, that there was 

developed a committee of five: one was Reuther; one was Matthews; Ed 

Bartlebort, of the Dodge local; [Joseph] Hatley, of the big Chrysler local on 

Jefferson Avenue; and I--were a committee of five. 

FURMANOVSKY: Chosen basically by Reuther? 

ALLARD: Well yes, that's what I was going to say. At that point Reuther 

sought me out and said, "I just want you to know that I am the one that asked 

for you, and you are to represent all of the smaller unions over the nation." He 

said, "I've chosen you because you're smart and you're tough. This is a tough 

situation and we need you. I'm not asking you for anything other than to use 

your best judgment and give it the best leadership you know how." Of course, 

that was strange because we had been at odds seriously politically. Bartlebort 

was identified from Dodge as Leftish, and Hatley, a Reuther supporter--but both 

of them capable leaders in their own right. I remember those negotiations there 

at the last would go night and day. There would be times you'd just get beat 

out. There was a little lull one time, and I was tired and Reuther was tired, so 

we ducked off to a side bedroom--we were having negotiations in a hotel there 

in Detroit-and we took a nap, Bartlebort had a big story going on that. He 

snuck one of those cameramen in-because there were cameramen all over the 

place about that time, you know, because there was a question of whether this 

would settle or not-and took a picture. He said, "Now what are your left-

wingers going to say to you, John, when I expose that picture of you in bed with 

Reuther?" [laughter] I thought it was kind of a fun sort of thing because it did 

occur. I got to know Reuther pretty well at that point because we were together 

night and day there for a time; saw him undressed; he showed me what he did 

in the house that time when he got shot, and where the bullets entered and how 

they took the curvature around his ribs because he turned to open the 
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refrigerator so it didn't hit him strictly in the gut, but hit him in the side. The 

bullets shattered the right arm, and then they traveled around the rib cage--

FURMANOVSKY: I didn't know about this. This is what? He was attacked? 

ALLARD: He was shot in his own home with a shotgun that was filled with 

slugs, not with ordinary bullets, it just shattered his right arm, and then the 

bullets hit here in the rib cage, And what happened, he reached to open the 

refrigerator to get him a sandwich at night, and they shot through the window 

and dropped the shotgun and went on. He was hospitalized for a long, long 

time. That arm was always crippled after that, but he got so he could use it a 

little bit. 

FURMANOVSKY: Were these just thieves or gangsters or what? 

ALLARD: Well, they never did find the person. The gun--It was obviously 

done by professionals. The gun was bought in San Diego, and he was shot in 

Detroit. They dropped it, and they never did get them. A lot of people thought 

that the Left was involved with this. It was never my thought that this was true, 

I have always thought, and it makes good sense to me, that-- Reuther was at 

that point giving the numbers rackets people fits to try to stop that; they were 

bleeding the workers to death inside those plants at that point, I think it was a 

professional--

FURMANOVSKY: The mob? 

ALLARD: Mob. Mobster. 

FURMANOVSKY: Did you discover anything about Reuther that you didn't 

already know or that was of significance later on in terms of why he was doing 

what he was doing; his motivation, his ideology? 

ALLARD: Oh, I never did figure Reuther was any great brainstorm, nor do I 

figure he was ever very difficult to read. What he set out to do, he did. He 

traveled in the Soviet Union, and there's no question he wrote the letter back to 
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Mel [Melvin] Bishop. In favor of a Sovietized America. No question about his 

Leftish push in those days. No question either about his ambitions, I think that 

he started out just like a lot of the rest of us, to build for a better life, and that 

pushed towards some son of a socialist structure. There came the time when, 

with the turning of the political thrust in America, he saw a personal advantage 

to go the other direction in order to vault to the top and put it together around 

his leadership, and that's what he did. 

FURMANOVSKY: Well, did you get the impression that he was sincerely 

anticommunist or opportunistically anticommunist? 

ALLARD: Well, that's a hard one to - - That's a little oversimplified, I think. It's 

hardly a yes or no. I think there would be a lot of the communists that he has a 

distaste for, and I don't think he thinks that communism is the direction to go. I 

think there's included in that, though, some of the political thrust for personal 

advantage, seeking a socialist world in an ideological sort of way. How does 

this fit in with the communist thrust in the world? It isn't ail that simple, you 

know. 

FURMANOVSKY: But he always maintained some kind of balance between 

simply being-- He didn't just simply become a right-wing trade unionist. 

ALLARD: Well, he knows--

FURMANOVSKY: He always claimed to be some kind of socialist, didn't he? 

ALLARD: No question, no question, no question. 

FURMANOVSKY: And you said you thought when he put you on a committee it 

was sincere? 

ALLARD: Of course. 

FURMANOVSKY: Some other-- An anticommunist, someone very 

anticommunist-

ALLARD: That's not his stripe. He's a cut above that. But that makes him 
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more effective, too. 

FURMANOVSKY: That's what made him difficult for the Left to deal with. 

ALLARD: Yes, right. 

FURMANOVSKY: Because he wasn't simply-

ALLARD: Right. 

FURMANOVSKY: So what happened in that strike? What was the outcome? 

ALLARD: We won the issue of getting the pension fund set aside into a sepa 

rate fund. We didn't get the full amount that we went after to be set aside. We 

did gain something we didn't set out even to gain, and that was that up until that 

point the workers paid the whole price of their insurance, and we developed a 

settlement based on the company would pay half of the insurance costs for the 

employee. That was a part of the settlement when we pulled off of the full ten 

cents set aside. Doug Fraser said that was the only strike he ever saw in which 

you gained on a major issue which you weren't on strike for. But we came 

through in good shape, except that the price was high. Of all of the Chrysler 

locals across the nation, there were only two where the presidents were 

reelected the following year. One of them was myself, and the other one was 

Red Grant of the De Soto local on the west side of Detroit. I always figured that 

I had the advantage because we kept a big picket line going at the local Chrys 

ler plant. It was warmer; it was easier to do. We had a broad support of unions 

here running our strike kitchen, making donations. It was just a broader contact 

with the rank and file who were there, you see. You were isolated more in 

Detroit, and then that cold weather, man, miserable during the winter. So that 

gave certain political advantages. In any event, there was no serious opposi 

tion to me following that, and I was certainly dead center in the negotiations all 

the way. That leads, unless there's something else you particularly wanted to 

know, into what happened a little bit later in the Sixth Region, West Coast 
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region. 

FURMANOVSKY: Well, I just wanted to ask you whether it was- - People have 

written about the wildcats that came up from '48 to the mid-fifties, wildcat 

strikes, rather than these big strikes of the earlier period. Did you ever have 

that kind of thing here? 

ALLARD: Well, we had wildcats quite often. Wildcats were used effectively on 

the plant level to gain objectives. They had to be well disciplined. You had to 

have a-- The contract forbade them, so they had to be an uprising that wasn't--

You couldn't identify a leadership with them. 

FURMANOVSKY: Right. And they were also a response to the bureaucratiza 

tion of the union, weren't they, in many respects? The fact that the union had 

become so institutionalized, often many locals wouldn't respond to rank-and-file 

issues, particularly when they were nonmonetary-related issues, when they 

were sort of speedup questions. 

ALLARD: I'm sure that's so; I'm sure that would be so. However, I think the 

circumstances would be more that these were the conditions in automobile 

plants at that point, and you had to find some sort of a vehicle around which to 

make it fly in the local. I think there were tendencies on the part of the 

bureaucracy as well to turn its head at the right time in many of these situations. 

Some of them they sat down on pretty hard, too, but in a lot of cases I don't 

have any problem with the international union on that because we never let it 

get out of control to where it would give that kind of trouble. But you do it easier 

in a smaller plant like I was in than you could in a big major plant, of course. 

FURMANOVSKY: What did you feel personally about these wildcats? Were 

you sympathetic? 

ALLARD: Well, I worked with them, yeah. There were certain times that they 

could be very useful. You always kept the management recognizing that they 
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could occur, so there was always-- They were moving in a way t o - - They don't 

like them either. The second thing, you had to be careful that you didn't get 

some of your own leadership people destroyed. That was one of the more 

difficult aspects of it. You had to get the word around; it had to almost just jump 

into being without anyone being identified with where the leadership was. So, 

this was not altogether just a rebellion against the leadership of the union either 

on the local or the international level. There could very well have been some of 

that, but that wasn't a critical thing within the union structure as I would view it. 
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TAPE NUMBER: IV, SIDE TWO 

JUNE 19, 1986 

FURMANOVSKY: So after the strike-this was 1950--you came back on staff to 

work with the national. How did that come about? 

ALLARD: We had put together a Leftish group here within the region that [Cyril] 

O'Halloran, the regional director, had to give some attention to. He agreed that 

in order to move toward the next convention he would put several people on the 

staff from the unions that hadn't been all his good supporters over the years. 

And Local 230, my local, was one of them. So he says to the local, "You select 

the man, and I'll put him on the staff." Then he brought some others on staff 

from some of the other local unions. Our executive board met at the plant 

gates, just walked out there one day to decide who it would be. [William] 

Goldmann and I were both working in the plant at that point. I was president, 

and he was chairman of the bargaining committee. We discussed it and took a 

vote. The two logical people that everyone was pushing toward was either 

Goldmann or Allard. I told them that I would certainly support Goldmann be 

cause I thought he would be accepted and that I didn't really believe that I 

would be. I didn't think that [Walter] Reuther would allow me back on staff. 

However, the vote was strong in my favor. The vote came about in two ways, 

I've always thought. First, some of them really thought that I would be the 

logical person to go on. Others, I think, felt that they would rather not give up 

either Goldmann or Allard to leave the plant. If we had to give up one of them, 

we'd rather give up Allard than we would Goldmann because he was chairman 

of the bargaining committee and handled everyday problems in an extremely 

competent way--a Leftish personality. They said, "Well, if Reuther isn't going to 
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accept you, at least let's make him say so." So we gave the word then to 

O'Halloran, and O'Halloran said the same thing. He said, "Well, I'll put him in, 

but I don't think that there's a chance in the world that he'll come on staff." 

FURMANOVSKY: He had the power to simply just veto you? 

ALLARD: Yes, yes. Under the UAW constitution, all staff people are appointed 

by the president. So even though that isn't the way it occurs, that gives the top 

spot that sort of authority. So when it went in, there was some discussion on it. 

I was accepted, except they thought I might be a little too hot a potato, I sup 

pose, on the regional staff, so they put me on the national aerospace staff 

working for Jack Livingston. I was to be working on the West Coast and was for 

all practical purposes the same as any other staff guy except I would be coordi 

nated out of the Detroit level, vice-president level, rather than regional director 

level. 

FURMANOVSKY: So who was this Jack Livingston? 

ALLARD: He was the one that came on as vice-president when Reuther came 

into power in '46. He came out of Local 25 in Saint Louis, Missouri; a pretty 

harsh sort of individual that picked up a number of the old left-wingers on his 

staff along the way. He had some fusses, not so much on policy, but in a more 

personal manner, with Reuther from time to time. At the time the AFL-CIO 

[American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations] was put 

together he was moved from the UAW vice-president level to the director of 

organization for the AFL-CIO and went into Washington; took some staff people 

with him. And at that time, many people thought this was a way of getting him 

out of Reuther's hair, that Reuther worked this one out. 

FURMANOVSKY: So it was a personal opposition? 

ALLARD: Yeah. 

FURMANOVSKY: Personal more than ideological? 
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ALLARD: More of a personal sort of thing. Not an ideological thing, I would say. 

FURMANOVSKY: So you say there were a number of left-wingers who were 

part of the national aerospace-

ALLARD: Well, Bill [William] Kircher, Paul Russo. Ernie [Ernest] West. 

FURMANOVSKY: Was this just because they happened to be the most able 

people? 

ALLARD: Yes, they were very able people that lived after the Reuther-- They 

were so able that he could never destroy them. They had a tendency to kind of 

gravitate around Livingston. 

FURMANOVSKY: So what exactly was your job? What did you do? 

ALLARD: I was to coordinate the work in aerospace within our union on the 

West Coast. 

FURMANOVSKY: Organization? 

ALLARD: Organization, negotiations, just general coordination of that field of 

work. 

FURMANOVSKY: Where were you based? 

ALLARD: Based in Los Angeles. 

FURMANOVSKY: I was going to say, with all these positions you had, your 

wife and kids must have-- You were always moving around backwards and 

forwards. 

ALLARD: Yes, but pretty-- I never left the West Coast. I was shifted around a 

lot, but-

FURMANOVSKY: You were always based here, really. 

ALLARD: Yeah. 

FURMANOVSKY: So what were the main companies that you were working 
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ALLARD: The main companies I was working with at that time were Ryan 

[Aircraft], San Diego, now Teledyne Ryan; Douglas Aircraft [Company], which is 

now McDonnell-Douglas; and North American [Aviation Company], which is 

now Rockwell International. We had an aerospace staff out here that I was 

generally coordinating, and we were doing some organizational work in some of 

the aircraft plants. Then there was a major negotiation where I was a spokes 

man for the union. And different from, at that time, from what was done in 

automobile, you'd bring the vice-president in at the end in some cases, but 

Reuther didn't at that point involve himself directly in the negotiating process in 

the aerospace locals. The first big test on that came in Douglas Aircraft in Long 

Beach. We carried on an effective strike there for quite some time, pushing for, 

among other things, a union shop and improvements in the wage structure, 

both in the classification structure and the amount of the increase. 

FURMANOVSKY: Which was still less than in the auto industry, was it? 

ALLARD: Yes, that's right. That was one of the big pushes. We had taken that 

to arbitration in North American too. We got some relief there, but there was 

still a substantial difference in the pay. 

Part of this had to do with retroactivity. The company had tried to play the 

machinists union [International Association of Machinists] over against the UAW 

and granted interim within the contract an increase to the machinists, denying it 

to the UAW unless we agreed to extend the contract, which we refused to do. 

So at the end of the contract, there was a considerable amount of retroactivity 

involved. We demanded to back it up to the point when they granted it to the 

machinists. Plus, on the settlement they had the Wage Stabilization Board at 

that point in Washington, and we worked some through that. We did a lot of 

negotiating in Washington, D. C., around this one. Ultimately, the company 

withstood our push on the union shop. Old Donald Douglas then was still in the 
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center of control, and that was a personal affront toward him. We weren't able 

to get that, but we got an amazingly good financial settlement. In fact, the Long 

Beach press at that point said that the Douglas Aircraft plant looked more like 

the United States mint than it did an aircraft factory. It told about the number of 

retroactive checks that went out, the amount, and the amount of the increase. It 

was a real victory for the union under a strike situation, which hadn't been 

successful generally in the aerospace industry. We felt good about the ac 

complishment. 

FURMANOVSKY: What were the main differences you were finding in working 

in aerospace? What were some of the things that-

ALLARD: Well, there was a difference in the workload in an aerospace plant. 

I've always thought that part of the aggressive, well-organized behavior of 

autoworkers in the auto plants was the very nature of the work itself. You had 

the moving assembly line, and it kept you a little bit hyped all the time against 

that rascal. You didn't find that the same way in aerospace, not the same 

toughness, not the same togetherness. You still don't. It's a different industry. 

FURMANOVSKY: Of course, it wasn't called "aerospace" then, was it? 

ALLARD: Aircraft. Yeah, the "aircraft department" is what we called it at that 

point. 

FURMANOVSKY: And not mainly defense at that point, either. These were 

commercial. 

ALLARD: They were, of course, defense during the war. They were commer 

cial at the time that we were-- I think that the North American plant was much 

more directly involved, because they were doing war work all the while, where 

Douglas was doing a substantial amount of commercial work. So there was 

that difference. 

And that leads, I think rather naturally, into the negotiations of '53 and North 
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American, because there the work was almost exclusively war work; defense 

work or however you want to define it. We had a new leadership there under 

[Paul] Schrade, who had come out from the East Coast. He had done some 

work at Yale University and came out here sort of on a lark and hired in as a 

bright young man. He was going to do it all in one fell swoop. He was also a 

very strong supporter of Walter Reuther. 

FURMANOVSKY: He was what? Was he the president of--

ALLARD: He was the president of the local; came in in 1950 or '49, I think. I 

think he was elected first in 1950. 

FURMANOVSKY: He was probably in his late twenties or something? 

ALLARD: Yeah, he was a young man. Yes, he would probably have been in 

his early twenties. 

FURMANOVSKY: Really. So that was quite an achievement. 

ALLARD: Yes. Yes, it was. And it had been a long, tough pull in North 

American. We did have, in North American, a modified union shop; the only 

union security one they had in the aircraft industry on the West Coast. We also 

had taken this arbitration case through in the early fifties and beat the company 

on that, which was a good one. The local union leadership under Schrade's 

direction was going to put together an ideal contract and complete a catch-up 

with the auto rates and classifications in a single push. He organized it tight, 

and we were covering not only the Los Angeles locations, but the locations--the 

principal one at that time was in Ohio. So Reuther sent out a person to repre 

sent his office, Bill [William] Beckham, a black. He and I headed up the nego 

tiations. It was an extremely difficult set of negotiations. Just nothing would 

give. It was that sort of thing. You could see a strike coming a mile back, 

unless there had been some shift. The question came on whether we should 

strike or whether we shouldn't, I had told the local people, and Beckham as 
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well, that our posture was not correct for a settlement. We had to yield back in 

some of these areas if we were to be able to make it. 

FURMANOVSKY: Was the position a bit too extreme? 

ALLARD: Yes, it just couldn't be accomplished. Maybe it never could have 

been anyway, but there was no possibility where it was. 

FURMANOVSKY: Who was responsible for pushing so hard? Was it Schrade? 

ALLARD: Schrade was the one that coordinated it, and he had it put together 

well. It made Beckham look good to hold right with him at that point. 

ALLARD: And Reuther? 

ALLARD: Well, that's what we'll get to in a moment. Because when this one 

gets down toward the strike deadline, the decision then had to be made with 

what do you do. So Reuther called the local union people and the staff people 

working it to Detroit. The vice-president, Livingston, was there, and Bill Kircher 

and Paul Russo, the other top people in the aircraft department. The board 

members, a number of them, were there, and the officers of the union, the top 

national officers. Reuther called on people to report. He called on the local 

unions; he called on Beckham; he called on me. I said, "Reuther, we're all here 

assembled now; I have some opinions on this. Do you want them right out in 

the open here at this point or are we going to have a session of those of us who 

are carrying responsibilities for the international union, to talk on this 

separately?" He says, "Here's the time. Here's what we need to talk about 

right out dead center." I said, "Well, Reuther, these are difficult words for me to 

say to you, but I must say them. I think if we strike North American at this point, 

that we can bring her down solid clear across the country, no problem with that; 

no problem with that. Well, " I said, "What does worry me is that we don't have a 

Truman administration in there; that's gone. We've got an Eisenhower ad 

ministration. This is altogether defense work. There's no big push on it right 
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now. I think, going into the posture we are now, that we can bring her down; we 

can hold her solid for thirty days or thereabouts. But I think that they'll have the 

assurance of the federal government to take whatever time is necessary." And 

I said, "I am afraid we'd lose under those circumstances. We'd lose the only 

union security clause we have on the West Coast, and we'd take an awful 

licking. Now," I said, "I base that on the fact that I don't think the issues are as 

commanding as they were when we had the effective strike at Douglas. I don't 

think the organization is as tight as it was where we had the big fight with 

Chrysler in 1950." I said, "I've lived with these aircraft plants over the years, 

and I just don't think it's there." 

Of course, I wasn't making any points with the local union people at that 

point at all. He said, "Well, I'll tell you what we're going to do. I am going into 

Washington and I'll see what I can find out there. You go on back to the West 

Coast, and I'd talk to you after I get a chance to go to Washington. Then you 

call the people together. When I report, make a determination of what you want 

to do at that time. Whatever the troops want to do at that point, they'll have the 

support of the international union." 

He did go to Washington. He did phone. He said, "I've tried to talk to the 

Defense Department. I can't even get in touch with anybody in the Defense 

Department who has any authority at all." 

FURMANOVSKY: What was he trying to find out? 

ALLARD: What their position would be on the union's demands, because they 

were underwriting the whole of the cost at North American. And he said, "I can 

give no assurance there. You call them together, and you lay her out there that 

here's what we face, if they want to go, then we go." 

Well, that's what we did. We had the meeting down at El Camino [College]. 

We had workers out there by the thousands. I didn't try to tell them not to go at 
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this point, because you can't do that. That determination had to be made 

through the international union. The only thing I did was report to them that 

Reuther did go into Washington and this is what he found out. The local union 

people had them high to go, and they were set to go. 

Well, what happened then, of course, is history. She did strike, and she held 

for about thirty days. The company and the Defense Department just sat back 

and let her go. The company started immediately trying to put people back into 

the plant. Oh, we had another plant in Fresno at that point too; had to man that 

one. They were enticing them back in by the hundreds. In fact, we were in bad 

shape with the exception of the tooling department; they were still holding pretty 

good in tooling. I remember meeting with some of the tooling leadership and 

telling them, "Man, we're in trouble. We're going to have to find some way to 

get back in that plant. You fellows are going to have to help me a little with this 

one, because what we're going to do if we keep on going the way we are now, 

we're not only going to lose the union shop, we're going to lose the union." So 

they came out, then, from Livingston's office, out of Detroit, and worked the final 

phases of it here. We worked out a settlement and took an awful licking. We 

did lose the only union shop that we had on the West Coast, and we were 

defeated. 

Well, in a strike situation you never entirely win; you never entirely lose. We 

were able to hold the union and start rebuilding. Subsequently, they handled 

the negotiations right out of Reuther's office with Conway, Jack Conway, who 

was one of Reuther's strongest administrative people during his tenure in the 

UAW. They regained the union security in the next round. We still had bargain 

ing rights then and we came on from that. This did, though, put me in direct 

confrontation with Reuther on direction of the situation. You don't necessarily 

become a popular guy by being right. I can look back and say I was correct all 
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the way. 

I had handled negotiations in Ryan and Douglas and North American. But 

subsequent to that time, the changes came where Jack Livingston went into 

Washington to work with the AFL-CIO, and Leonard Woodcock became the 

director of the aircraft department under the sponsorship of Reuther. I thought I 

would serve the union best by moving to some other category of work with the 

union. It had also been the defeat of O'Halloran on the West Coast by [Charles] 

Bioletti, who was an extremely weak director, but one that was sponsored, 

again, by the Reuther administration. Paul Schrade was active in making it 

happen here on the West Coast. Schrade was made assistant director to 

Bioletti, and it became apparent that he couldn't live under those situations, so 

Reuther took Schrade out of the West Coast into Detroit, and he worked as 

administrative assistant for Reuther for a number of years in the Detroit area. I 

went to work for the Technical, Office, and Professional section of the union to 

see whether we could organize some in that field. I was assigned to San Diego 

and spent most of my time down there for about a year. 

FURMANOVSKY: Trying to organize what? 

ALLARD: Organizing the white collars within the Ryan Corporation. We got the 

election. They also were building some new plants in electronics at that point. 

The big one, the white collar one, after a year's hard work, we lost the vote by 

five votes. Or three votes changed would have given us the election. If we'd 

got the election, we'd have gotten a contract. But we couldn't; we missed it by 

that close a one. We did organize, though, two of the electronics plants in San 

Diego and the new Ryan plant, electronics plant, in Torrance, California. That's 

where Bruce Lee, now the regional director, came in, under the organizing drive 

in Ryan, Torrance, and afterwards became president of the local union in the 

Torrance Ryan plant. So I worked then, I guess, for a couple of years for Norm 
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[Norman] Matthews. He was replaced by, in the Technical, Office, and Profes 

sional by Doug Fraser. Doug came out of the De Soto local. He was president 

of the De Soto local in Detroit the same time I was president of the local union 

here. He comes from a left-wing background, too, within the UAW. We've 

always been very, very good friends. The TOP [Technical, Office, and Profes 

sional Department of the UAW] one really didn't please me that much. 

I was looking for some sort of change, and at that point they were putting 

together on the West Coast a combination organizing drive between L. A. and 

Orange counties. That was after the AF of L-CIO came back together, and they 

were going to see what could be done on that. I was then moved over to 

another vice-president of the UAW, Pat [Patrick] Greathouse, who directed the 

organizing department nationally for the UAW and coordinated the organizing 

thrust for Los Angeles at that point. He brought several young staffers on at 

that time, among them Bruce Lee, who is now the regional director, and Es-

teban Torres, who is now the congressman in one of the districts here in Los 

Angeles. 

FURMANOVSKY: So what was he then? What did he come out of? 

ALLARD: He came out of the Chrysler plant. 

FURMANOVSKY: He was just a worker? 

ALLARD: Yeah. Same way with Bruce; they were just workers. Oh, he was a 

steward, perhaps the chief steward, in the Los Angeles plant. Also, that was 

rather a strange one. Schrade at that point had defeated Bioletti. He came out 

to the West Coast and said he was going to run for director out here with 

Reuther's blessing. We ran a man against him; we knew we couldn't beat him. 

When he first came out here he called me and Bill Goldmann; both of us were 

on the staff, both old time Lefties. He says, "I want to spend an evening with 

you. " And he talked with us, and he says, "I know you'll run someone against 
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me; It's a natural thing for you to do. But I want you to know that there aren't 

any people that I have any greater respect for in the trade union movement than 

I have for the two of you. If I am elected, and I think I will be, we'll find a way to 

work together." He said, "I've learned a lot of things. You're the Old Left. I 

consider myself the New Left. We would be just sort of natural allies." We told 

him we were going to do everything we could to defeat him, that we're going to 

run a candidate against him. We were of the same opinion. We couldn't beat him. 

FURMANOVSKY: Who really was the "we"? You and Goldmann, did you 

really have much--

ALLARD: Well, we had a number of staff guys. We had some local union 

thrust. We ran a staff guy against him who was educational director on the 

West Coast, Arnold Callan, but we couldn't muster enough votes. 

FURMANOVSKY: You didn't really exist as sort of a branch of any kind of a 

national organization by this time, did you, like ten years previous? 

ALLARD: Well, the nearest thing to a national organization would have been 

the Livingston aerospace guys. He had a number of the Lefties that were on 

staff there, and they in turn had some contact with some others throughout the 

international union, but never to where we really were any real challenge to the 

leadership of Reuther. 

FURMANOVSKY: Was there a national figure, really, at this point that you 

could point to and say, you know, like someone to replace Addes, that you 

could say, "This is the person who--" 

ALLARD: No, the nearest thing to it was to give some identity to Livingston, but 

not on any--l stress-not on any policy sort of thing. More that he was disgusted 

by some of Reuther's tactics. He had a great deal of confidence in us old 

Lefties because we could turn off the work. So he would take us on his staff, 
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where a lot of them didn't want anything to do with us, you know, about that 

time. 

I was a good example. When I came on in '50, Reuther put me over on 

Livingston's staff, you see, because he'd handle me. He wouldn't put me on 

O'Halloran's staff. There were others in the same category. Bill Kircher, who 

came out of Ohio (one of the finest minds) went with Livingston and subse 

quently became the director of organization for the AFL-CIO out in Washington. 

Paul Russo, who came out of Nash, out of Kenosha, assistant director in the big 

region in Chicago at the time it became big-just went way out organizationally. 

A great mind, a great heart, a great organizer, Russo. Stoney [Wise Stone], a 

Lefty out of Local 600, the big Ford one in Dearborn, was on Livingston's staff. 

FURMANOVSKY: So in other words, what's happening was that those left-

wingers who had survived the purge were gravitating towards Livingston be 

cause he was the closest thing to an opposition figure to Reuther. 

ALLARD: That would have been true, but it wasn't hardly that way either. It 

was more that Livingston could see this talent and that made him look good. 

He picked us up, and that gave us a communication link. We were just natural, 

close buddies because we saw things alike. 

FURMANOVSKY: But what were the issues that were separating Livingston? 

Very personal, but there must have been some sort of thrust that Livingston-

ALLARD: Not really, except--

FURMANOVSKY: Well, why would the Lefties go with him then? 

ALLARD: The big one was that Reuther could not stand opposition. For ex 

ample, they elected a regional director in Region Eight against a person that 

was bad, bad, bad. That's in the southeast part of the United States. Reuther 

had just taken over the international union. He laid down the rules in the 

Reuther caucus that he [the new regional director] can't live [politically]. So 
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they moved national staff-- He worked night and day, a very capable man, but 

Reuther moved national staff in and out. This guy would come into the board 

meetings, nobody would speak to him; complete isolation. I tell you, to come up 

against Reuther at that point, you see, when he had that kind of control, it was- -

Livingston felt there ought to--the union is something broader than this. There 

ought to be room for some of these-- "These guys ain't commies," says 

Livingston, "they're good trade union guys. They were against Reuther, but we 

still need them." 

FURMANOVSKY: Didn't Reuther try and purge Livingston? 

ALLARD: Reuther moved Livingston over to the AFL-CIO, you see, that was 

his way of doing it. 

FURMANOVSKY: I see. So really it was in opposition to Reuther's dictatorial--

ALLARD: Well, you see, Reuther's plan was to keep us isolated enough that 

we could never shake things too hard. I'd see Reuther; we'd visit. He had 

respect for me and my judgments; I certainly did for him. I think to keep us in 

our place would be a better way to say it. 

FURMANOVSKY: Yes, I see. 

ALLARD: He'd tolerate us on staff but not as directors. 

FURMANOVSKY: So when Schrade made his appeal to you, did you feel that 

he was being sincere at that time? 

ALLARD: We [Goldmann and I] talked about it right after that. We thought that 

he might very well be. When we came back from the convention the people 

who were really his supporters were deciding who would be his assistant. I 

came back by air, and Goldmann had driven back to the convention, so he was 

slower in getting back. Schrade didn't appoint his assistant. I caught 

Goldmann as soon as he got into town and said, "Listen, Bill, Schrade hasn't 

appointed his assistant. My guess is he's looking at either you or me, and I 
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would believe you, because I think you would give him more what he needs 

than I would right now." 

FURMANOVSKY: Which would be what? Sort of a technical--

ALLARD: A stabilizer just in solid trade union issues without getting into the 

philosophical. That was correct. To everybody's surprise, Schrade says, 

"Goldmann's going to be my [assistant], I know that's not what you guys are 

expecting or what you want, but six months down the line you're going to be 

glad I did. " And it worked out. They became very fast friends, very good 

working relationship. Schrade, to this very moment, looks to Goldmann and to 

me, I think, as close personal friends as he has anywhere. 

FURMANOVSKY: Did this cause any difficulties with Reuther? Or would 

Reuther have given him that leeway, as long as he- -

ALLARD: Reuther would have given him that leeway, but Schrade was begin 

ning to have problems with Reuther too; that was pretty apparent. Then came 

the untimely death of Reuther you see, that shook things around. I've forgotten 

the year it was that Reuther died, but it happened so suddenly, you know. 

Schrade wouldn't have been in office very long out here when that occurred. 

The plane went down; you know about the death. Reuther and his wife, a 

couple others went down with it. 

FURMANOVSKY: Things were really turning around then. Schrade was now 

the regional director; Goldmann was his assistant. What was your situation? 

ALLARD: I had been working with the TOP. 

FURMANOVSKY: What's that stand for? 

ALLARD: The Technical, Office, and Professional organization. They were 

putting together, pulling in these young organizers, and they wanted someone 

to give it direction. Two of us worked at it for a while. His name slips my mind 

for a moment. It doesn't matter. 
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FURMANOVSKY: It wasn't Whipple? 

ALLARD: No, no. Bob [Robert] Burkart. Bob was taken back east, I think, to 

work with the secretary treasurer, and I coordinated the activity of organizing on 

the West Coast for several years. And not entirely without success. These 

guys were young and aggressive, and we got on well, I remember in 1966 we 

brought in about sixty-seven hundred new workers through organization, which 

was in those days pretty good. In fact, I think it was as good a record as there 

was anywhere in the nation. We'd bring on these, train these young men to be 

leadership on that level and they did it well. I stayed working with organizing 

until 1967. In 1967 for a short time they put me to work on servicing staff. I did 

service to the Chrysler local and serviced the--

FURMANOVSKY: What does that actually mean when you say servicing staff? 

ALLARD: I handled the grievance procedure for the staff level. Every local has 

staff assigned to it just to handle the routine work of the local union. Whatever 

type of problems arise, there's the representative of the international union. 

They had me servicing Ryan in San Diego, which would also mean negotiating 

their contracts again back at Ryan, which was old hat to me. I worked the 

negotiations for Chrysler again, representing the international union for the 

Chrysler plant on the West Coast. 
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FURMANOVSKY: In the late fifties when you were organizing these technical 

workers and you had brought in people like Bruce Lee and Eddy [Esteban] 

Torres, by this time you start getting something of a generation gap between 

you and them. 

ALLARD: Yes. 

FURMANOVSKY: These people had different concerns. The workforce is 

different. You're beginning to get a number of Hispanic people entering the 

workforce. More women, too. Also, the whole political scene changes. The 

late fifties were a period where you have a lot of wildcats, but politically it's very 

conservative. Then you get something of a resurgence in the early sixties. 

Where were you coming from? What were you thinking about in terms of 

overall strategy for the union? 

ALLARD: Well, we were having what I consider some problems with the unions 

at that time. A tendency-- I think almost a bureaucratizing on the local union 

level, where committeemen and in-plant leaders sort of had it made inside the 

shop, and so there wasn't the early aggressiveness on the broad basis which 

caused some concern among the rank-and-file people, but not enough to where 

there was any real uprising. There never has been under the Taft-Hartley [Act] 

a really successful thrust of organization of recent years. So the philosophy 

under the Wagner Act, that the role of the government was to encourage the 

organizing of workers, went with Taft-Hartley and has never been regained. So 

organizing was a tough one to work with. We were working with a younger 

workforce, one in which the union didn't have great things that they could point 
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to, accomplishments as of today. So it meant that you had to get intimately 

acquainted with every detail of problem and personality in that shop in order to 

have any chance at all. And even then the law was so stacked, that any man 

agement that was smart at all could defeat a union organizing attempt if they 

were pushing for a majority vote in the plant. And followed by a contract it's 

extremely difficult. It is today. In fact, I think today we've really got to get back 

to the idea you don't build for votes, you build for an organization, because the 

National Labor Relations Act is not designed now to help workers organize. So 

you really had to build that in-plant structure, and that took a lot of hard work. 

We were fortunate in bringing from the plants some bright, aggressive young 

men. We were able to organize some people, number one, not great loads, but 

we organized some. Beyond that, we trained a new cadre of leadership people 

coming in on the international staff level. There's a certain something I think 

you learn in the organizing thrust of a union that the everyday servicing never 

quite takes the place of. So when you organize, you've got to know the union in 

its entire breadth, not just some specialization or some portion of it. So I think 

that is the best way in training young staffers, and I think they've done well with 

the training. They've moved on into other areas of influence. 

FURMANOVSKY: Now meanwhile, Paul Schrade was gradually becoming 

more radical, breaking away to some extent from the, his mentor? 

ALLARD: Yes, [Leonard] Woodcock was probably the closest ally of [Walter] 

Reuther over the years. A man with an extremely fine mind and whose 

philosophies tailored well with Reuther's. He and Paul Schrade just didn't get 

on. Some of these things, I think, were personal. In any event, it just didn't fit. 

So they became adversaries politically, with Woodcock working actively in 

putting together a defeat of Schrade for regional director out here, and did so 

successfully. 
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FURMANOVSKY: Where did you fit into that? What was your opinion? 

ALLARD: Well, Schrade brought an awful lot to the West Coast when he came. 

He had experiences out here, and then he went to Detroit and worked as 

administrative assistant to Reuther for a number of years. He learned a lot of 

things, and there was a natural capacity and decency in him, and he did a lot to 

bring things on out here. I think there was really a great possibility for [his] 

being the president of the international union. I have thought also that he was 

impacted somewhat when he was shot with Bob [Robert F.] Kennedy. I think 

that could very well have impacted some of his thinking. He became awfully 

hard-nosed of whatever he saw as being the direction that seemed right to him; 

not necessarily successfully right, but he would just hold onto that. He didn't 

care what anybody else said. I think he came so close to being killed with 

Bobby. He just miraculously wasn't; his brain wasn't affected by it. I think that 

detracted some from his political judgment. But in any event, he was defeated 

by [Jerry] Whipple. It was certainly sponsored in a large part by Leonard Wood 

cock. 

FURMANOVSKY: What about that political thrust in the sixties culminating, 

let's say, in Bobby Kennedy and the farm workers and the whole coalition 

around that? Were you--

ALLARD: Yes, I believed very much in it, and we worked very well together. It 

wasn't something we had to work at; it was rather a natural thing. I thought he 

did some things very well. I certainly thought the support he gave to the farm 

workers was commendable. His idea of organizing on a community level in the 

ghetto areas, both black and brown, I thought was well taken. Eddy Torres 

came back under Schrade from working with the international affairs depart 

ment of our international union to work in East Los Angeles in putting together a 

community union out there. 
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FURMANOVSKY: Did you play any role in any of this or were you active in -? 

ALLARD: Well, I'm not--I don't know what role you mean. We were always in 

close contact; I was with the director, and of course with Eddy, and also Ted 

[Theodore] Watkins, who was a staffer from the UAW [United Automobile 

Workers] brought out of the Ford plant here and an old Lefty, put into the black 

community. The Watts Labor Community Action Committee and the East Los 

Angeles Community Union were really the developments of UAW. Schrade 

was the brainpiece on that, and I thought he did some remarkably fine things. 

It's a shame that it was allowed to deteriorate as it has. So I think he was a real 

credit. I think also he was a very possible [candidate] to the presidency of this 

international union. He was a close friend of the Kennedys, and he was a close 

friend of Mrs. [Eleanor] Roosevelt. 

FURMANOVSKY: How did he achieve that? 

ALLARD: Through Reuther's office. He's a likable guy. I don't know whether 

you've ever had some chance to visit with him, but I think he'd tell you much the 

same things about me as I tell you about him. I think the stories would be much 

the same. 

FURMANOVSKY: Now, what about the retiree work that you've been involved 

in, what, since 1974 or so? 

ALLARD: Well, in 1970 they were just starting to put together a retiree or 

ganization, and Schrade assigned me over there. At that point, the union was 

looking to organizing in the community more of the retirees. There was a 

change that came I think in the sixties. Dave [David] Miller, who was an old-

time Lefty and a Scotsman, who for years and years was president of the 

Cadillac local union in Detroit. Never on the staff, always Left. And always an 

antagonist of Reuther, but one that Reuther admired because you could never 

destroy old Dave. Dave had some admiration for Reuther as well, I'm sure. So 
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he put together a committee in Detroit, and sought a meeting with Reuther. At 

this meeting, Dave says, "We're going at this all wrong. You don't organize 

these people into the community, you organize them into the union. Once you 

organize them into the union, then you can do the other things. They need to 

be structured right into the union. They need to have dues structured just like 

the union. They need to have checkoff just like the union." And Reuther said, 

"Well, all right. I guess we can do that all right. How would you structure it 

out?" So he said, "Well, you want it on the local union first, then you want it on 

the regional level, and then you want it on the national level so that there's 

national direction of it. We want a dues structure." And Reuther said, "Well, 

why don't we just make it a dollar a year." And Dave said, "That's tokenism. 

We don't want that. We want dues so we support ourselves, so we're really a 

part of the union." So it was around that that it was actually written into the 

constitution; it took a turn in direction. I came on staff just ahead of that. 

They have down at 'SC [University of Southern California] a school of 

gerontology, and I was interested in it. I'm getting to that age now, what hap 

pens to you when you do, so I took a summer course down there to see what I 

could learn, and also what I could teach. I had some ideas, too. They then put 

together a council away from the industrial areas where we had our big unions, 

like Tucson and Phoenix. They asked if I would help put together structures 

there, which I did, I then serviced the retirees here on the West Coast until I hit 

the age of sixty. When I reached the age of sixty I thought, well, the union's 

been good to me. I've got a decent pension. There are a lot of youngsters that 

need room for a spot on this international union, I'd kind of like to do more what 

I'd like to d o . W h y don't I just turn her in at [this] point, which I did. That was 

just about the time that Lew Michener died. He had been the West Coast 

representative under the national policy structure of our retirees. I was elected 
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to that spot, and they just built under-- They put together a National Council of 

Senior Citizens on the national level. Jim Carbray, who was active in seniors 

out this way, got me started with the National Council of Senior Citizens. There 

was a whole shifting of behavior because a new crop, the first crop, of large 

numbers of retirees were coming into existence. I started working with that and 

enjoyed it. It's been amazing to me how far we've come in structures in the 

state and in the county. I then, ten years ago now, told [William] Hutton on the 

national level of the National Council of Senior Citizens, that we ought to have a 

state one. So I joined with the Reverend [Edward] Peet, a minister in San 

Francisco at an offbeat church, a Methodist church up there, Glide Memorial. 

[He would] work the north and I'd work the south, and we'd see if we could put 

together a state organization. So we put together the Congress of California 

Seniors, and that's been a part of the thrust. There's also been developed in 

Los Angeles County a pretty active thrust under the leadership o f - - I can't think 

of his name at the moment. He was a county supervisor, and he lived to be just 

under a hundred. Anyway, he had an impact on a lot of things around. Ford. 

FURMANOVSKY: John Anson Ford? 

ALLARD: John Anson Ford, yes. 

FURMANOVSKY: He died just recently. He led an incredible life. 

ALLARD: Right. Just at a hundred he died. He had a lot of impact on senior 

organization in Los Angeles county. So there's been work within that field. I 

have been periodically more active, less active; I took some time out for a while 

to do a little world traveling. 

FURMANOVSKY: What have you learned, or what do you feet about the whole 

question of retirees? I mean other than the obvious questions relating to, you 

know, medicare and-

ALLARD: The obvious one that I can't understand, the reluctance in - - I'm still 
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plowing away [at] the final big thing I'd like to accomplish, but I begin to doubt 

whether I'm going to make it. Dave Miller and his committee when they met 

with Reuther were so right. You organize the retirees into the union first, and 

then you move it into the broader areas. We're the only union that I know of 

that [has] come close to moving in this direction. We now have twenty-five staff 

people across America that we support. We have 400, 000 retired UAW living 

now. We have a lot of spouses that still live on after their husbands. What 

needs to be done so badly is for other unions to use the same pattern, or a 

similar pattern that's workable within their union, to organize their own retirees 

in order to help build the liberal thrust of the trade union movement and a liberal 

thrust generally. This isn't to take the place of AARP [American Associations of 

Retired Persons], the organization of middle-class professionals, but there 

needs to be an organization of the working class. It becomes more and more 

important as there becomes more and more of us at this age level. And it's 

important also for the very life of the union, because there's where the natural 

allies are. And for them to let it disintegrate, just flow all over, is a terrible 

mistake. 

FURMANOVSKY: Well, tell me more about-- When you have your meetings, 

what sort o f - - The group also exists as a mutual support group. What sort of 

things do you do when you meet? Other than the obvious, what are some of 

the things that you've really learned about the whole question of aging? 

ALLARD: Well, I've learned a lot of things about that. The greatest myth in 

aging that's not correct is that working-class people don't know what to do with 

themselves when they retire. That is silly! The great preponderance of them, 

the great preponderance of them, if they have reasonable health and reason 

able income, they go all kinds of different directions; but it's a very satisfying 

time in life. It's that way with me. I've done, just on my own, some of these 
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outlined areas. I did some studies on-just questionnaires, that sort of thing, 

feedback. 

FURMANOVSKY: What sort of things did you find? 

ALLARD: I found out that retirement is good. It's fun. You do what you want. 

There's no timecard you have to punch. There's no boss over you. The things 

you've always wanted to do, you've got time to do it now. There ain't nobody 

standing over you; you're a free agent. It's a good time. This is so contrary-

And you can't box them. You can't put them all into- You all come [from] the 

same plant, so you all ought to go this direction. They don't; they go all kinds of 

directions because they're all kinds of different people. They were pulled 

together into that plant to produce the automobiles, I think that's one thing that 

I've learned. I've learned also from a political thrust that if the union's working 

with their own retirees, they have a tremendous amount of impact politically 

elsewhere if they're organized and worked in that direction. They have their 

own family, to begin with. If you're up to that age you usually have children and 

grandchildren of voting age. They've got time, so if they want to do something 

politically they've got time to do it. The next thing, they got time, so they know 

all the neighbors. They aren't isolated. They also meet in various kinds of 

community things with their own age group, so they're just natural political 

thrust people that can make, I think, for a better society. Including the fact that 

they live unfettered. There's a certain quality to that kind of a life that I think 

causes them to want to [lend] a little of that over to younger people; get [them] 

away from being too much fettered; give them more leeway of decision and 

judgment. 

FURMANOVSKY: What do you think are the biggest mistakes that society 

makes? You mentioned one, but I mean, many of the stereotypes about elderly 

people- What are the things that you're fighting against? What would you say 
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is your biggest fight? 

A L L A R D : Well, they're so obvious. First, you've got to have income. 

FURMANOVSKY: Yeah, I mean-

ALLARD: Second, you've got to have health, and you've got to have health 

care. They've got to be available, 

FURMANOVSKY: Those are the primary thrusts? 

ALLARD: They are, but don't just pass over them, because they're critical, too. 

FURMANOVSKY: I won't argue with that. Particularly in recent years. 

ALLARD: Yes. The other one that isn't stressed enough is physical activity. 

It's extremely important and needs to be cultivated because it has a lot to do 

with health. 

FURMANOVSKY: Were you ever involved in the Gray Panthers, or did you 

ever have any connection with them? 

ALLARD: Well, I've spoken in the same stops with Maggie [Margaret] Kuhn a 

time or two. I'm all for them, but they're so limited--

FURMANOVSKY: Limited because they are too radical to appeal to the 

average--

ALLARD: They're not put together that way. They're not really organized. 

What they are is noisemakers. They do that one well, and they bring along a 

few youth that will noisemake with them. But they don't really organize youth to 

speak up, and they don't organize [those who've] got any real base among the 

older population, either. So God bless her. I like to hear Maggie Kuhn sound 

off, and a lot of these Gray Panthers, I like to hear them bellow. They make a 

lot of noise, but they don't have any real organized base of change. 

FURMANOVSKY: Is there anything special, would you say, about the Depres 

sion generation who are now in their seventies? Because I think there's some 

thing special in terms of their values. 
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ALLARD: In introspection of myself, and I've seen it in a number of other 

people-- In fact, I spoke about it at the meeting yesterday of our retirees here. 

That's another thing you ought to do one of these times, come out and just see 

us at a meeting; see them out there and see how they behave. We came along 

and we didn't like what life was dealing us, so we put together a union. We put 

together a union in order to build for a better life. Never in our wildest dreams 

would we have thought that we could have accomplished the things that we 

have in stability of living place, income, health protection, pension, holiday pay, 

vacations. All of these things, you see, weren't [there], but we created them. 

There's a satisfaction that comes with that, that we picked up and built a life for 

ourselves at a time when things were really rugged during that Depression. It's 

been a good life. We've made things better. We did it. Nobody else did it for 

us. We did it! I think that's one thing. The other thing, we're also creatures of 

habit to a degree. We learned during the time of the Depression that we get a 

lot of satisfaction sort of relating with one another. That's also true in the shop. 

We had to be very careful with the use of funds. Well, some of them have 

developed a pretty good income level, but they're still careful. They will be as 

long as they draw breath. That's part of their put-together, and that's a holdover. 

They can't understand these kids that just go spend her all. Goodness, what 

about tomorrow? To the kids, they've got tomorrow; we haven't, you see, but 

we're the ones that are careful because we grew up that way. 

FURMANOVSKY: Do you find the vast majority to be basically still liberal 

Democrats politically? 

ALLARD: They're still liberal Democrats politically, the auto workers are. Yeah. 

FURMANOVSKY: Well, let's finish off with just a little bit on your trip. You went 

to the Soviet Union, and you went to Mexico. 

ALLARD: Yes, several trips. I stepped back for a while in national and state 
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leadership in retirees because I wanted to do a few things. I did get an opportu 

nity quite unexpectedly. There had been some tie-in between the General 

Motors [Corporation] local management here and some Russian trade unionists 

in the auto workers union. So in order to enhance that, the ZIL [auto plant] 

union in Moscow, a local union of the auto workers, invited a representative 

group from management and labor to come. The local management people 

were all fired up to go, the plant manager, the director of personnel, and some 

local union people. Well, suddenly out of Detroit they were--they didn't tell them 

they couldn't go, they just assigned them to other work to where they couldn't 

go. So there were a couple of spaces open, and they cut back a little, I think. 

They asked whether I'd like to go as a retiree, and I said sure, it would tickle me 

to death. They were looking tor someone else. I called on Neil Manning, who 

is an Irishman who had come on with a bunch of the young staff guys who we 

were talking about earlier. He was born in Ireland and grew up in New York 

City. An exciting sort of man. So we put together five of us: one was the 

secretary of the local union, who was female; one of them was the financial 

secretary of the local union, who was Chinese; one was the chairman of the 

bargaining committee, who was a Mexican; and Neil, who was Irish; and myself, 

who is just old-line Anglo. We had a long two weeks over there. I probably was 

more excited about going-- Every one of us was excited about going; I probably 

was most so. It gave me a very rare opportunity to see some of the things I'd 

often wondered about. We visited their schools, and we visited their factories, 

and we visited their homes, and we visited their collective farms, and we visited 

their recreational areas. Neil Manning, he took a Polaroid camera so we could 

produce films quickly, and I took slides. Oftentimes we'd take pictures with the 

Russians where we could develop them quickly and just give them a copy; we'd 

usually take two; one for us, one for them. That pleased some of them to no 
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end, because apparently that type of photography hadn't caught on, at least big, 

over there at that time. I broke my [picture slides] down into just street scenes, 

scenes along the assembly lines in the auto plants, scenes out of the schools, 

scenes out of the transportation areas, a block of film on their airports and 

airplanes, shipyards and the port. They turned out better, really, than I thought 

they might, and so I put them together and would show people here. 

FURMANOVSKY: What sort of response did you get when you showed them, 

and what were your own feelings about the trip? 

ALLARD: Well, my own feelings were how very similar they are to us. Most of 

them are light in the Russian part right there; they have a sense of humor, and 

they work hard. They were drinking quite a bit at that point, the leadership and 

the workers for that matter. I think that's been eased back considerably now. I 

was amazed at how similar their auto plants are to ours. I think I would have 

been most disappointed in their retail methods or the distribution of goods. I 

think their production of goods is really better than their distribution schemes. I 

thought they did some amazing things with talented young people in the school 

system, letting them flow in the direction where their real talents lay. I thought it 

was amazing how well they do with a second language. I was impressed 

certainly by Moscow University, the layout and the beauty of the campus. 

Probably the thing that shocked me the most of all [was that] somehow or 

other I figured the Russians, once you get over there, would time everything 

with the revolution, that nothing ever happened until Lenin took over. And quite 

the contrary, they have a long-term respect for their ancestry as a nation and as 

a people. They have great accumulations of amazingly beautiful and talented 

creations over long periods of history, you know, that they're very proud of. I 

was probably more shocked with the stability of the long pull in Russia than I 

was- - God help anyone who tried to take them over unless they did just blow 
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them to pieces by atomic bomb, because the way they withstood that seige of 

Leningrad, unbelievable. Unbelievable the pain and suffering--

FURMANOVSKY: Did you go to the memorial? 

ALLARD: Yeah. Put flowers out there; saw the mass graves. 

FURMANOVSKY: What was the response you got to your slide show when 

you got back? 

ALLARD: Generally, they'd rather not see, because they'd rather not believe 

that anything is really like that. I found that people wanted to look, but they kind 

of wanted to look out of the corner of their eyes, you see. They really wonder. 

Then when you show them they're not--they kind of think, well, it must have 

been something particular happened to you that wouldn't happen to anybody 

else; you were just kind of the select one, and you were handled, you know. 

But when they see the little cars, the little buses, that they run us around in, 

when they saw the airplanes, "Would they let you take those films right there in 

the airport?" It's that sort of thing. 

FURMANOVSKY: You've been doing some teaching over the last few years, 

too, right? 

ALLARD: Not the right recent time. I did some teaching at UCLA, and I did in 

Black Lake, which makes me think of Reuther again. I was there one time just 

when they were building that, and that was the apple of his eye. He really 

believed in the training of young people. That Black Lake thing-- He took me by 

the arm and he said, "John, I want to show you this place." And so he gave me 

a one-to-one personal tour of Black Lake. 

FURMANOVSKY: Where is that? 

ALLARD: In northern Michigan. It's a beautiful spot. 

FURMANOVSKY: Sort of training-

ALLARD: Training center. They call it the Family Educational Center of the 
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UAW. 

FURMANOVSKY: To train what, organizers? 

ALLARD: No. No, no, the people who are not active necessarily in the union, 

just have some interest in it; lower-level leadership people. They bring the 

family in there, and they train them on just what the union is all about; how it 

operates, where it came from. They have a special program for the kids so that 

the family can turn loose. They organize around putting together resolutions, 

and then they put together, during the school, a UAW convention. Different 

sections come in, and they pass on these. They do research in the libraries 

there. It's unusually well done, I think, for a shortrun. They bring a family 

through for two weeks. 

FURMANOVSKY: Well, John, you've given us a marvelous and well-rounded 

picture of the last fifty years of the UAW. For the record, I should say that we're 

now sitting here in the UAW Regional Center. That's where you come, what, 

three or four times a week? 

ALLARD: Yes. 

FURMANOVSKY: You have an office here, so you're going to be here for quite 

a while I can see. 

ALLARD: I've enjoyed these interviews. I hope they work well from your point 

of view. 

FURMANOVSKY: Thank you. 
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